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“It is almost always much easier to proclaim that one cares about an issue than to do something about
it!” (Hodson, 2003, p.7)

The Research Problem
Climate change (CC) is fast becoming one of the most important issues for humanity to
address. Some would even argue the preeminent issue, as the scale of negative impacts already
occurring, (melting ice, sea-level rises, extreme weather such as floods and heat waves, increased
wildfires, reduced crop yields and fresh water, habitat degradation and exacerbated refugee crises to
name a few) intensifies. These problems are global in nature and have knock-on consequences for all
other parts of human and non-human life, be it economic, social or environmental; in other words
climate change is a threat multiplier taken as seriously by environmentalists as by state defence
organisations (Stern, 2007). Indeed, UN secretary-general Antonio Guterres called the latest
International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report (AR6) “a code red for humanity.” The solution
is carbon neutrality by 2050, with CO2 halved by 2030 and temperature increases limited to 2 degrees
Celsius at most. Limiting heating to 1.5 degrees Celsius looks increasingly unlikely unless we can
transform ‘power, buildings, industry … transport … agriculture, land-use and coastal zone
management’ and rapidly increase carbon removal from the atmosphere, and financial support
(Boehm et al, 2021). However, the World Resources Institute report ‘State of Climate Action 2021:
Systems Transformations Required to Limit Global Warming to 1.5℃’ states that none of the forty
indicators are on track to reach 2030 targets for limiting heating to 1.5 degrees Celsius.
Climate change is a critical issue for Turkey. According to the United Nations Development
Program (UNDP), increasing temperatures and decreasing precipitation are widening the disparities
between the south and southeast with the rest of the country. Turkey suffers from some of the worst
economic losses from landslides and flooding as compared to European Union countries or
Commonwealth of Independent State (CIS) countries1. The UNDP claims that Turkey stands to lose
20% of its surface water in some basins by 2030 (Bhattrai, 2021). However, according to
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ClimateActionTracker.org, Turkey’s progress on climate is ‘critically insufficient’ in comparison to
the stated goals of the Paris Agreement, to which Turkey became a late signatory in October 2021
(leaving only Iran, Eritrea, Libya and Yemen to do so). Under current policies emissions will increase
‘significantly’—its own targets allow emissions to double due to continued use of local and relatively
more dirty lignite coal, even though Turkey is also increasing its use of renewables to lower
dependence on gas imports. ClimateActionTracker calculates Turkey’s policies to be commensurate
with a four degree warmer world. If every country behaved as Turkey currently does, the World Bank
believes that there would be extreme heat waves over land (of between four and ten degrees warming
above average summer temperatures) and a sea level rise of between 0.5 and 1 metre: ‘Agriculture,
water resources, human health, biodiversity and ecosystem services are likely to be severely
impacted. This could lead to large-scale displacement of populations and consequences for human
security and economic and trade systems’ (World Bank Group, 2013).
Some idea of how a four-degree warmer world would impact human health can be gained
from considering heat wave mortality caused by current warming of just over one degree Celsius.
During the 2021 Western North American heatwave, between 800 and 1000 people died in an event
that happens statistically once in a thousand years, said by scientists to be made 150 times more likely
by climate change (Western North American extreme heat virtually impossible without human-caused
climate change, 2022). And then there was the European heatwave of 2003 which resulted in
approximately 70,000 mortalities. Using risk assessment modelling, scientists are increasingly
confident that weather can be causally linked to climate change (Gimlet, 2022).
Education must clearly play a key role in creating future generations that understand the
causes, impacts and solutions to this problem so that they can ameliorate the impacts and adapt.
According to the IPCC First Assessment Report (FAR) ‘An environmentally informed global
population is essential to addressing and coping with climate change’ (Evans & Luo, 2010), but this
multifaceted problem does not easily or effectively reside in any single subject curriculum: a
cross-curricular or ‘interdisciplinary approach’ is needed to encompass scientific and sociological
issues as advanced by Keller et al. (2019), Meehan et al (2018), and Bencze et al (2011). This informs
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my belief that the English or English Language Arts (ELA) classroom is well placed to help bridge
the scientific and sociological divide with general approaches such as research, analysis of non-fiction
texts and bias, logical fallacies, graph and chart comprehension, debate and student presentations.
Some educators may still be deterred from teaching this topic due to perceived controversies
concocted by industrial and ideological interests, but the science behind anthropological climate
change (ACC)—the fact that human activity is changing the climate at a speed the UK Royal Society
says is ‘more than ten times that at the end of an ice age, the fastest known natural sustained change
on a global scale’ (climate is always changing)—has been settled for some time. The 2014 IPCC
report claimed human impacts were 'unequivocal’ with 95% reliability. And as proponents for CCE in
the English classroom, Beach, Share and Webb (2020) say, ‘English teachers have never let Holocaust
deniers stop us from teaching about the Holocaust. Climate change deniers are not denying something
in the past; they are denying something in the future that we can now act to prevent or ameliorate, thus
saving millions of lives.’
Furthermore, just like COVID-19, climate change is explicitly a social-justice topic because
the impacts fall most early and dramatically to the southern hemisphere and the third world. Dealing
with climate change often has positive consequences for other social issues and necessitates
egalitarian thinking. The OECD report “Poverty and Climate Change” notes, ‘According to the Third
Assessment Report of the IPCC, developing countries are expected to suffer the most from the
negative impacts of climate change’ (Poverty and Climate Change). But disproportionate impacts are
also felt by lower socio-economic segments in the global North. According to The Trustees of
Princeton University, racially disparate access to a clean environment, and necessaries for life such as
clean water and air, may be called ‘environmental racism’: ‘Communities of colour are
disproportionately victimised by environmental hazards and are far more likely to live in areas with
heavy pollution. People of colour are more likely to die of environmental causes, and more than half
of the people who live close to hazardous waste are people of colour’ (Racial disparities and climate
change, 2020). It is therefore vital that educators challenge the perception that only rich countries can
afford to care, and highlight the efforts of scientists, adherent political leaders, and activists of colour
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such as Vanessa Nakate or Wanjiru Wathuti (“5 youth activists tackling world hunger to follow on
International Youth Day”, 2020).
Asking students to address climate change necessarily means that we encourage them to take
on an activist type of role, and, building on accurate scientific information, equip them with tools and
ideas to mitigate and adapt to this issue as Bencze et al (2011) argued. This also implies that we
develop a deep understanding of the attitudes towards this issue, and propensities towards activism in
our student bodies. Bencze et al (2011) define activism as any action that educates others, changes
personal choices, lobbies powerbrokers, or invents positive alternatives.
Effective climate change education (CCE) thus needs to be Activity Based learning (ABL), as
stated by Wu and Otsuka (2020), and tailored to our students, their culture, and the environmental
context. In the words again of the IPCC First Assessment Report, ‘The social, economic, and cultural
diversity of nations will likely require educational approaches and information tailored to the specific
requirements and resources of particular locales, countries, or regions’ (Evans & Luo, 2010).
The English department at Hisar school in Istanbul has taught a climate change unit2 for three
years now. The unit was disrupted the first two times due to pandemic school closures, and thus 2022
is the first time the unit has run to plan, culminating in a fair where students showcase their learning
and activism plans to the whole year group and senior teachers and students. While previously
teaching this unit I have got the not entirely scientific impression that, although students feel they
know a lot about the topic and feel it has been covered sufficiently at school, in fact their
understanding of foundational facts is shaky. For example, in a pre-unit survey of two classes in the
2020–2021 academic year, students felt their school curriculum covered the topic fairly well (mean
score 3.7 on a 5–point Likert where 5 is very well; n=35), yet only 54% of students correctly
identified ‘mankind is contributing to global warming’ significantly. 40% thought mankind
contributed ‘somewhat’ or ‘not much’, and 2.6% were unsure. More vividly, and perhaps more
worrying, is the impression that, like findings (also regarding 9th grade students, but this time in
Finland) by Hermans and Korhonen (2017), students prefer to take ‘low-cost’ actions that involve
2
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only minor inconveniences. When asked whether they would take actions that might harm their
academic standing, such as a school strike, the answer was a resounding no—and their project ideas
often suffered from a similar lack of ambition. I also got the impression that female students were
more engaged and passionate about this issue, which if confirmed will have implications for future
curriculum design. It is the hope of this researcher that the study will give a much stronger and
scientific sense of these ideas with a larger population being the whole year group of 6 classes instead
of only two. Perhaps the unprecedented fires in Marmaris and Bodrum (600% greater damage than the
recent average) and flooding in Kastamonu in the summer of 2021 will have made a difference, or
will government-sponsored narratives (see BBC Turkish news article 3 August 2021 3) around
domestic terrorism have muddied the waters?
Another source for my impressions about environmental attitudes at our school was a survey
done by the environmental club last year. With the high school and middle school principals'
permission we arranged for teachers to ask all students in these schools to complete the survey in class
time. Nevertheless only 264 surveys were completed out of a student and teacher population of around
1000, perhaps demonstrating that teachers felt the survey was not important enough to lose time over?
264 respondents is still a bigger sample than the one for this study however, so perhaps the findings
are instructive: the number of students using public transport rarely or never was 80%; the number of
students turning off devices at night was 33%; 15% of households had one car, 51% of households
had two cars, 18% had three cars, and 12% had more than 3 cars; 50% claimed to do some degree of
recycling; 41% did not understand how to use the blue recycling boxes situated in school classrooms
and halls. The present study will also ask respondents about car number and fuel used for three
reasons. Firstly, as a proxy for wealth. According to theglobaleconomy.com, Turkey is the 78th most
expensive country to buy a car, (by comparison the UK is the 96th, and the USA is the 103rd). But the
size of these countries’ economies is vastly different: respective GDPs are USA 20.94 trillion, UK 2.7
trillion, and Turkey 720 billion. Clearly, Turkey is a comparatively expensive country to buy a car.
Secondly, some studies (ScienceDaily, 2018) indicate that wealth has a negative correlation with
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climate change concern—perhaps this study will indicate a similar trend? Thirdly, could families who
choose hybrid or electric cars represent greater environmental consciousness and thus greater levels of
hope and willingness to act?
Hisar school is a K12 independent school situated on the European side of Istanbul catering
for approximately 1600 local students, 432 of which are in high school. The 9th grade has 131
students in 6 groups of maximum size 22. There are 57 girls and 74 boys. They are aged 15 to 16.
They have 7 40–minute lessons a week taught by two teachers who exclusively teach grade 9. The day
starts at 8:00am and ends at 15:30. The first language of students is Turkish, and most students speak
English as a second language, and often speak French, Spanish, or German as a third language.
Although some students attend on bursaries (about 20% in grade 9), the average student comes from a
privileged family. The 2021/2022 basic fees were between 113,840 and 128,000 Turkish lira (TRY) or
7804.37–8775.12 USD4 in a city where yearly salaries are, according to salaryexplorer.com, on
average 8352 USD.
Another issue that cannot be excluded when discussing social activism in Turkey is the
relatively low level of interpersonal trust in Turkish society. According to the World Values Survey
2005–2014, Turkey is third from the bottom in a list of 29 countries, arguably due to rapid
urbanisation, weak rule of law, middling inequality, and religiosity. This is almost certainly
compounded by polarised attitudes towards the traditionalist AKP government now in power for
twenty years. The link to grade 9 students may not seem immediately obvious, but if wealthy students,
mostly from parts of society opposed to the current government, do not trust their elected officials to
act on their behalf, they may adopt passive stances towards this and other problems. Indeed, a 2013
study by Maria Ojala found that positive and trusting outlooks correlate to environmental
engagement.

4
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Literature Review
The following review of literature will examine studies about the importance of the issue to
students and teaching staff in Turkey; curriculum design considerations in studies in Austria, China
and the USA; and finally, investigations into factors influencing pro-environmental behaviour in
Finland, Sweden, Canada and Oman. The review finds inadequacies in teacher and student awareness
in Turkey, a need for experiential, trans-disciplinary and cross-curricular ‘action based’ education that
highlights social justice, and that gender, (or perhaps coping mechanisms?), are among the most
important predictors for pro-environmental education. One area many studies disagree on is whether
CC knowledge translates into pro-environmental behaviour (PEB) or not, and whilst several studies
point out that the topic benefits from being taught in a cross-curricula fashion, so that sociological as
well as scientific ideas can be appreciated together, the suitability of the ELA classroom to the topic
appears to be a gap in current research.
The Importance of the Issue to Students in Turkey
Students are often discussed as future decision makers and stakeholders, but, in a crisis
evolving in the present, Özdem et al (2014) noted that they are also among the most vulnerable. This
means their attitudes, and actions, are vital in the present, and not just in the future, as the school
strike movement has demonstrated. Student strikes have helped propel this issue into mainstream
media, but the efficacy of student activism in terms of effect on governmental process is also
confirmed by Burke et al (2020) who found a direct relationship between teen activism and changes in
the law on plastics in Massachusetts, USA. The study by Özdem et al surveyed 646 7th grade
participants from public schools in different regions of Turkey for general environmental concerns
and awareness, knowledge, and attitudes and behaviour in relation to CC. When asked to rate the
importance of various environmental threats, 18.3% of students chose CC. The interrelation of CC
with other environmental issues is clearly an area students need to learn more about. Female students
were more concerned than male students about species extinction. The authors note that students often
blame the USA for CC and feel powerless to affect outcomes. It may be assumed that such attitudes
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correlate weakly with pro-environmental behaviour. Only 29.9% of students agreed that ‘effects of CC
are likely to be catastrophic’. Mitigation strategies were also poorly understood: only 5% and 2%
chose ‘reducing deforestation’ and ‘cutting car use’ as effective options. Effective climate change
education (CCE) therefore needs to gauge student awareness and correct deficiencies, whilst at the
same time steering students to a range of positive activities and solutions to combat apathy.
Teaching Staff Awareness of the Issues in Turkey
Higede, Oztekin, & Sahin (2017) assume that higher confidence in CC knowledge within
teaching staff should translate into higher levels of student confidence but note that people have
difficulty in linking their own lifestyle choices to the crisis. 1277 Turkish pre-service science teachers
were surveyed about CC awareness, pertinent behaviours, and uncertainty beliefs about the reality of
ACC5. 49.7% of respondents had not taken any personal action although 71.8% believed measures
should be taken (by someone else presumably). 76.8% did not believe effects were likely to be
catastrophic and 58.2% did not believe recent floods in Turkey were connected. Inspired by this
question, the survey for this research also asked whether well publicised floods and wildfires in 2021
were connected to CC in the opinion of students. The authors also found that eco-centric attitudes
strongly predicted CC related behaviour, so this idea was also tested in the current study. Interestingly
Higede, Oztekin, & Sahin also investigated information sources and found a relationship between
uncertainty about CC and mass-media influence, but I have decided that analysis of media influence is
beyond the remit of this study and my Turkish language skills.
Another study into 564 prospective teachers at three universities in Turkey (randomly selected
4th year students from science, social studies and primary) also tested attitudes and knowledge
towards CC (Ocal et al., 2011). The results are alarming and reinforce the need not to assume accurate
knowledge of this topic even in disciplines naturally suited to it. 94.5% of respondents thought global
warming (GW)6 causes skin cancer. 92.6% related GW to the ozone hole. 56.6% equated GW to
earthquakes. 78.9% believed nuclear power causes GW. Males had a better level of understanding
5
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The difference between global warming and climate change is that the former is the cause of the latter
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than females. These answers were assumed to be false, but in fact scientists have found increasing
evidence that climate change may be connected to earthquakes, and in uncontrolled emissions
scenarios, a rise in cancers may well be likely. 64% of respondents found their university training
inadequate—and here I find a connection to the teaching of adolescents: they cited teacher-centred,
unidirectional instruction which failed to engage them. Now that some of the problems of inadequate
education are clear, this review now moves on to the nature of effective CC curriculum.
Curriculum Design Considerations in Studies in Austria, China, and The USA
Keller et al (2019) sought to understand what the most effective model of CCE was—
moderate constructivist, transdisciplinary, a mixture of the above, or classical school lessons. 345
Austrian students participating in the K.I.D.2.21 project were followed in a longitudinal study
over three years. Only 5% of students rated classical school lessons as the best. 19% preferred lectures
and workshops with visiting experts, and 21% preferred individual projects. A combination of
constructivist approaches (the projects) and outside experts was the most effective, and intriguingly
took much less time to deliver—although the authors concede school lessons may have been
foundational, if not perhaps exciting. I have tried to incorporate a cross-curricular approach at Hisar
school but found other departments too tied up with their curriculums to be of practical use. One
advantage of the ELA classroom is that it is skills and not content based so it was relatively easy to
swap Of Mice and Men for a non-fiction unit on CC and even use some of the same objectives and
activity types, such as student research and presentations on aspects of CC instead of The Great
Depression.
Fittingly, the next two studies represent countries currently contributing the most to carbon
pollution, The United States (in 2nd position), and China (in first). The Chinese study (Wu & Otsuka,
2021) attempts to delineate the type of activities best suited to pro-climate behaviour (activity-based
or media-based). 657 valid questionnaires were collected from 11th grade participants about activity
preference and Pro-Environmental Behaviour (PCB). The results found that students preferred actions
the authors deemed ‘low-cost’, i.e., that demanded lower amounts of time, effort, and money.
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For example, 77% claimed to use less plastic and packaging, but only 35% claimed to buy or use
second-hand goods. Activity-Based Learning (ABL) was preferred in conjunction with external
expertise e.g., a museum trip—recalling the findings of Keller et al (2019) above. The study raises the
issue of differing cultural values, stating that in Chinese culture both the consumption of beef and
buying second-hand have stronger reactions than in other cultures (positive and negative
respectively).
Meehan et al (2018) survey the nature of common curriculum texts and materials used to
teach CC in US curriculums. Obviously, the role of these materials is to avoid misconceptions, so the
authors investigated how school curriculum materials may or may not help considering that in 2018
50% of the US population did not believe the planet was warming, and that between a third to a half
of the population did not believe human activity contributes to CC. They cite one study (Wise, 2016)
that found 80% of Colorado science teachers thought students should learn ‘both sides’. Nine widely
used high school textbooks (5 science, 4 social studies), and 8 sets of supplemental materials
developed by not-for-profits and government departments were analysed. All materials were
published after the 2007 IPCC report which states: ‘There is very high confidence that the net effect of
human activities since 1750 has been one of warming’ (p.5). Materials were sorted into i/ causes, ii/
effects, and iii/ responses to CC. Further they were categorised as adherent, hesitant or dissenting in
relation to their stance towards the scientific consensus. Responses to CC were coded as mitigation,
adaptation, or geo-engineering. 3/9 textbooks and 6/8 supplementary materials were adherent. 6/9
textbooks were hesitant, and 2/8 supplementary materials were dissenting. Adherent materials
were found to skew IPCC predicted temperature ranges upwards, while hesitant materials portrayed
the range more accurately. All materials focused on mitigation and said almost nothing about
adaptation and geo-engineering. This is important for my teaching as I have realised my
materials similarly downplay these aspects. Educating students today without touching on questions
such as how we cope with increased refugee populations, or the untested dangers of altering our
atmosphere to reflect solar energy clearly reduces their ability to understand and engage in these
important topics. The study also touches on how the non-scientific controversy should be
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broached: teachers and students should explore why the media and others might want to portray the
issues as unsettled.
Investigations into Factors Influencing Pro-Environmental Behaviour in Finland, Sweden,
Canada, and Oman
Finally, this review surveys studies on the predictors of pro-environmental behaviour—the
central aim of my unit. Hermans and Korhonen (2017) examine the attitudes of 549 Finnish grade 9
students, unearthing connections between curriculum design and student agency, or Willingness To
Act (WTA). This study found that females were a little more concerned, but also less trusting in
mitigation. Faith in politicians was notably low. Actions students were willing to take were mainly
low-cost, just as Wu and Otsuka (2021) found: most students were willing to turn off lights, and a
minority were willing to refrain from motorised travel. Students indicated that the design and contents
of CCE impacted on their WTA, but interestingly, the teacher’s contribution (which I understand to
mean classroom performance, presence, and enthusiasm) did not. The study found no link between
knowledge of CC causes and effects, and WTA—although constructed subjective knowledge (for
example, when students conduct their own research and projects) did predict WTA. This study also
suggests that just because a country has relatively more ambitious climate targets, it does not mean
that students there are more positive about mitigation and willing to act. Perhaps we may hope to
assume the opposite is true too, that for example, in countries with less ambitious climate policies
such as Turkey, we may hope to find students more willing to act? In this study, the most significant
prediction factor for WTA was interest in environmental issues. The task of the environmental teacher
is, therefore, to show how all issues necessarily connect to the environment.
Across the border in Sweden, Maria Ojala (2013) investigated the link between
coping-mechanisms and environmental engagement. Her study explicitly acknowledges that
understanding worry and stress in our students, and how they deal with it, are vital components of
CCE. She investigates the extent to which 321 senior school students resort to i/ Problem-Focused
Coping (PFC)—facing the problem logically, which may be self-defeating if the problem cannot be
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solved by the individual, ii/ Emotion-Focused Coping (EFC)—where individuals deal with
the emotions instead of the problem, and iii/ Meaning-Focused Coping (MFC) where individuals find
meaning in difficult situations. Her research built on previous research about children (less inclined to
use PFC; more inclined to use MFC) and adults (more inclined to use PFC), to find out if adolescents
cope differently. She found that adolescents who use PFC and MFC are more concerned about the
environment and behave in more pro-environmental ways. Students who used EFC were more likely
to de-emphasize the scale of the problem. PFC correlated with general negative affect and MFC
correlated with general positive affect and optimism. Crucially, while most studies find females are
more environmentally concerned than males, Ojala finds this difference disappears when coping
strategies are controlled for. This insight has made me adapt my survey instrument to measure general
affect and coping strategies to see if gender is a predictor for pro-environmental behaviour in our
students or not. She recommends teachers encourage students to verbalise their emotions so that their
coping strategies can be discerned. PFC students can be given concrete actions, and outside experts
who understand the scale of the challenge, but who remain hopeful, can help. To promote MFC,
teachers can challenge overly pessimistic thinking. Ojala further finds that scientific facts are only
effective with those with egalitarian world views—and that students who do not share these views are
more persuaded by economic arguments, e.g., the cost of action vs. inaction. For this reason, my
survey instrument will measure egalitarian tendency with questions about equality and the Turkish
minimum wage.
In Canada, Bencze et al (2011) researched factors that contribute to student socio-political
activism. Their research highlights other studies that accuse scientific education of being
authoritarian, materialistic, and non-student centred. Three classes of Grade 10 and 11 students were
followed longitudinally, but only one class provided meaningful data—the one with a school in a
Native American reservation with a history of water problems, and a teacher passionately educating
students about environmental issues. The authors made links to the curriculum policy, school culture
and mission statements, and found a link between social justice concern and effective student
engagement. The most effective teacher had links with experts outside the school, which helped her to
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enthuse students—a factor highlighted by several studies in this review, and a clear priority for Hisar
school in my opinion. Another finding that echoes previous studies here is that students should be
involved in their own research-informed projects. As mentioned earlier, the Hisar school unit finishes
with a fair for students to present their learning and activism project to the whole year group, senior
teachers and students.
Finally, I previewed a study closer to home in Oman, where Abdullah et al (2021) research
the link between beliefs about the efficacy of mitigation actions, and student willingness to act. 1532
students from grades 6 to 12 were surveyed. Their research questions were, i/ To what extent are
Omani students willing to act? ii/ How useful do they believe various actions are? iii/ Is there a link
between ii and i? and if there is, could that serve as a measure of ‘potential effectiveness of
education’? and iv/ Is there a gender difference? The survey was professionally translated and then
checked back for correlation to the English original which has made me decide to have my survey
translated into Turkish—so there are as few language issues as possible. The translations can be found
in appendices B-E.
The potential effectiveness of education measure is an interesting idea. Where there is a
significant difference between effectiveness and willingness, education may be adapted to strengthen
opinions. More females (82%) than males (78%) were concerned about CC. 84% of all students were
‘very / quite worried’. 87% labelled themselves as ‘very / quite environmentally friendly’. Students
were most willing to switch lights off (88%) and least willing to use smaller more energy-efficient
cars (48%) or pay for electricity from nuclear sources (32%). Males were more willing to take
technological mitigation action (using energy-efficient devices and smaller vehicles) which supports
an earlier study in this review. Females were more willing to pay for tree planting. Older students
were more willing to lend support to political or institutional projects. Intriguingly, as students got
older, willingness to eat less meat, and willingness to drive smaller cars both declined. The action with
the highest perceived efficacy was planting trees (78% versus 74% willing), then using more public
transport (75% vs. 32% willing) whilst the actions perceived as being the least useful were reduced
meat eating (32% vs. 57% willing) and less new fashion items (52% vs. 54%). In terms of most
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effective potential education topics, tree planting, reducing fertiliser use, and increasing recycling
appeared the most promising, whilst for the Oman population, reducing private transport and
increasing nuclear power appeared the most promising areas to make gains. This study is a reminder
to CC educators that meat consumption and nuclear power are extremely emotive and controversial
topics that require careful planning.
The studies reviewed here give a strong impression of a range of factors that impact student
activism within and without the classroom. Weak environmental knowledge among students and staff
in Turkey was noted, perhaps because of a lack of experiential student-centred educational
experiences to increase engagement and personal understanding. This review is another reminder that
students enjoy project based learning over more traditional modes, and that when students are able to
construct subjective meaning, willingness to act environmentally did in fact increase. Studies also
highlighted the propensity of many students in countries as disparate as China and Finland to opt for
less onerous and radical solutions to the crisis, and that local cultural factors must be appreciated.
Another important aspect was the need for accurate curriculum materials, which in a constantly
evolving scientific field, is a challenge. Strongly adherent curriculum materials were found to often
overstate the seriousness of the challenge, which may also deter students from action since they may
feel it is overwhelming. Several of the studies highlighted that the most significant predictor of
pro-environmental action, was not surprisingly, interest in the environment. This review reassuringly
finds that the English Language Arts classroom is well suited to bridge the scientific and sociological
nature of this topic, since the science curriculum and classroom can be too materialistic, deterministic
and authoritarian in nature. In particular, I have noted that the link between gender and environmental
concern may be confounded by other variables such as problem solving mechanisms. Overall I would
say that, as a classroom teacher, I am also reminded by these studies of the need to design curriculum
that is constructivist and continually adjusted to meet each group of students where they are, and not
where we would like them to be.
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Research Purpose and Questions
The purpose of this study was to determine the impacts on environmental attitudes made by a
unit on climate change taught to grade 9 students in Hisar School, Istanbul. It was hoped that changes
in attitudes would correlate to enhanced willingness to take action to solve the existential societal and
environmental threats of climate change. Changes to student attitudes were determined via a
field-tested survey at the start and towards the end of the unit. The research secondarily attempted to
discover if there were external factors such as cultural, political or socio-economic concerns that
would need to be planned for when revising this curriculum. The research questions for this study
were therefore as follows:
1. Did the unit lead to a statistically significant difference in awareness in our grade 9 cohort of
the causes, impacts and solutions to climate change?
2. Did this unit lead to an increased willingness to act or not?
3. What socio-economic factors were related to willingness to act pro-environmentally?

Researcher Role Statement
I am aware that my passionate stance about this topic may have influenced this research and
so I endeavoured to remain objective in the design of the survey instrument and analysis and
presentation of data. Some ways in which the survey design reflected my desire to be as objective as
possible were the careful wording, reverse scale use, and alternative survey structures I devised. One
area that was important for me to focus on was that all students across the year group received a
roughly equal amount of teaching on topics that were asked about in the survey, particularly the
awareness questions.
Data Collection
As with most research on environmental attitudes and intentions this study was survey based.
One survey gathered initial attitudes and willingness to act environmentally, and a second survey
measured the degree of difference the unit made to those variables. Data were mostly quantitative, but
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for two questions, respondents were asked to explain further. In the general affect question, the survey
asked for some explanation. Later, if respondents said they had taken environmental action, they were
asked to explain what that was so the research could filter out erroneous answers. Thus, the research
can be said to be mixed methods correlational research (Efron & Ravid, 2020, p.52).
As the whole year group was the study population, this may be thought of as a convenience
sample, which will limit extrapolation of findings to other settings. The two grade 9 teachers
administered the first survey in class time at the beginning of the unit after the semester break on
Monday, February 7th. (Research that informed the design of these surveys follows as a commentary
after the instrument is presented.) As little as possible was said about the unit contents before this,
although students were probably aware of the unit topic from the syllabus—so this may have affected
their perception of the topic’s gravity. The second survey was administered on Wednesday, 23rd
March. The second survey did not include the general section questions, and so took half the time to
administer. The full survey took less than 25 minutes to administer as confirmed with a field test.
Two versions of the survey were distributed to the six classes to control for question order,
and multiple-choice answer order, which according to pewresearch.org can greatly impact outcomes.
For example, in online surveys, there can be a tendency for respondents to choose the earlier items,
known as the ‘primacy effect’. Another aspect of quality survey data collection that pewresearch.org
highlights is having simple one-dimensional questions with a maximum of 4 or 5 answers where
practicable. Wherever possible forced choice question constructs are preferred, such as a four-point
semantic differential scale, as these tend to give more accurate answers by taking away the option of
giving equivocal, and often less thoughtful responses (Efron & Ravid, 2020, p.121–122). With polling
of sensitive or emotional issues there is often a ‘social desirability effect’ where respondents may give
answers they believe the researcher wants to hear, for example that they are more pro-environmental
then they really are. For this reason, when I asked if respondents had ever taken action on climate
change, the options were Yes, No, and, rather than I don’t know, I would like to take action, but I don't
really know what to do. This way respondents had an easier way to be honest about not taking any
action.
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To counterbalance the prevailing bias of the survey that environmental action is necessary and
important, items were included that presented the opposing view, e.g., question twenty-five on the
first survey for classes A, C and E: ‘To what extent do you agree or disagree that – “it is too late to do
anything about climate change”. Note that, to ensure the question syntax is not leading, I reversed the
verbs ‘agree’ and ‘disagree’ in the survey for classes B, D & F, and changed the position of the
question in relation to other questions, again based on recommendations by pewresearch.org.
To ensure respondents looked closely at each question and to also guard against the
social-desirability effect, questions that may have been emotionally sensitive sometimes had reverse
semantic differential scales, whereby the answer I believed to be least likely was given the highest
‘score’ (Efron & Ravid, 2020, p.123). On the instrument question guide that follows, I have indicated
standard ascending four point forced choice scales as “SDS 1–4↣”, and the reverse or descending four
point forced choice scale as “SDS 1–4↢” where SDS means semantic differential scale. When
respondents were asked to select items from checkboxes, and where the order of items was not
essential to their meaning, items were shuffled by Google Forms. I have indicated these items with
“SO” meaning shuffle order.
Open-ended questions were placed as much as possible before closed-ended questions as this
was less likely to lead to the survey influencing respondent answers. An example of this was question
thirty on the first survey for 9A, C and E: ‘What are the top three solutions to climate change in your
opinion?’ The last two questions of both surveys asked for the most effective and most preferred
solutions respectively; question thirty tested respondent awareness of the solutions without the survey
influencing their knowledge.
Finally, in comparing attitudes at the beginning of the unit and towards the end, only data
from respondents present for both surveys was analysed, thus avoiding the internal threat to validity
from mortality.
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Instrument
The first surveys (ABC1 and BDF1) had five sections: i/ About You, ii/ General, iii/ The
Environment and climate change, iv/ Awareness Questions, and lastly v/ Usefulness and Willingness.
The two surveys varied the order of questions within each section to control for the tendency of
survey question order to influence responses. The second surveys (ABC2 and BDF2) were truncated
versions of the first surveys, including only questions where answers were likely or possible to have
changed. For example, in ABC1, question 3 asked how many cars the respondent’s household had;
clearly this was unlikely to have changed in the 6 weeks between surveys. All surveys were written in
the clearest and simplest English possible (with parenthetical translation of some more unusual
vocabulary such as ‘malaria’ and ‘minimum wage’), but in case there were any comprehension issues,
a full Turkish translation was provided for all surveys as a reference for students (see appendices).
Scale type questions were all 1–4 ascending value forced choice semantic differential scale,
unless the content was deemed to be controversial in any way, in which case a descending scale was
preferred.
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Table 1
First survey (baseline)
ABC1

BDF1

About you
1

What is your gender?

M/F

What is your gender?

2

What is your class?

3

How many cars does your
household have?

0/1/2/3/ /
More than 3

How many cars does your
household have?

4

How many of those cars have
hybrid engines (petrol / diesel
+ electric)

0/1/2/3/ /
More than 3

How many of those cars have
hybrid engines (petrol / diesel +
electric)

5

How many of those cars have
electric engines?

0/1/2/3/ /
More than 3

How many of those cars have
electric engines?

A/C/E

What is your class?

M/F
B/D/F
0/1/2/3/ More
than 3
0/1/2/3/
More than 3
0/1/2/3/ More
than 3

General
6

How happy are you with your
life now?

SDS1–4↣

Thinking about difficult times in your life, which of
the following best describes how you feel?
A/ I often feel stressed about life's problems
B/ I try to stay optimistic by not thinking about
problems
C/ Every problem is an opportunity

7

Give ONE REASON for your
answer above

Open Ended

When you get a bad score in an exam, (or something
does not go to plan), which statement best describes
what you do next?
A/ I look into the details of what went wrong, eg.
meet with the teacher to analyse the paper
B/ I try to forget about it by doing something else
that makes me happy
C/ Even if I cannot solve the problem, I think that I
learn from failure

8

When you get a bad score in an exam, (or
something does not go to plan), which
statement best describes what you do next?

How happy are you with your life
now?

SDS1–4↣
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A/ I look into the details of what went wrong,
eg. meet with the teacher to analyse the paper
B/ I try to forget about it by doing something
else that makes me happy
C/ Even if I cannot solve the problem, I think
that I learn from failure
9

Thinking about difficult times in your life,
which of the following best describes how you
feel.

Give ONE REASON for your
answer above

Open Ended

A/ Every problem is an opportunity
B/ I often feel stressed about life's problems
C/ I try to stay optimistic by not thinking about
problems
10

How honest do you think most
people are?

SDS1–4↢

How honest do you think most
people are?

SDS1–4↢

11

How much do you trust your
school and teachers?

SDS–4↢

How much do you trust the
scientific community?

SDS1–4↣

12

How much do you trust the
Turkish government?

SDS1–4↣

How much do you trust
International Organisations like the
United Nations?

SDS1–4↣

13

How much do you trust
International Organisations
like the United Nations?

SDS1–4↣

How much do you trust the
Turkish government?

SDS1–4↣

14

How much do you trust the
scientific community?

SDS1–4↣

How much do you trust your
school and teachers?

SDS1–4↢

INFORMATION: The average salary in Istanbul is
about 9833 TL.
The average rent is about 3500TL.
The monthly minimum wage (asgari ücret) for 2022 is
4250 TL.
15

To what extent do you agree
that all people are equal and
deserve equal rights and
opportunities?

SDS1–4↢

Do you think the minimum wage should go down,
stay the same, or go up?
A/ Go down
B/ Stay the same
C/ Go up

INFORMATION: The average salary in
Istanbul is about 9833 TL.
The average rent is about 3500TL.
The monthly minimum wage (asgari ücret) for
2022 is 4250 TL.
16

Do you think the minimum wage should go up,
stay the same, or go down?

If you think the Minimum Wage
should change, please tell me ONE
number for a month (without the

Open Ended
Number
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A/ Go up
B/ Stay the same
C/ Go down
17

TL or TRY letters) e.g., 4251, or
4249…

If you think the Minimum
Wage should change, please
tell me ONE number for a
month (without the TL or TRY
letters) e.g., 4249, or 4251…

Open Ended
Number

To what extent do you agree that
all people are equal and deserve
equal rights and opportunities?

SDS1–4↢

The environment and climate change
18

How important is it for you to
get away from the city and
enjoy nature?

SDS1–4↢

Have you ever experienced an environmental disaster
such as flooding or wildfires?
A/ No, I have NOT experienced environmental
disasters
B/ Yes, I HAVE experienced environmental disasters
C/ I am not sure
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Have you ever experienced an environmental
disaster such as flooding or wildfires?

How important is it for you to get
away from the city and enjoy
nature?

SDS1–4↢

A/ Yes, I HAVE experienced environmental
disasters
B/ No, I have NOT experienced environmental
disasters
C/ I am not sure
20

To what extent do you think
floods and wildfires in Turkey
in 2021 were connected to
climate change?

SDS1–4↣

How important is climate change
as a problem?

SDS1–4↢

21

How important is climate
change as a problem?

SDS1–4↢

How often does this topic come up
in conversation with friends?

SDS1–4↣

22

How often does this topic
come up in school lessons?

SDS1–4↣

How often does this topic come up
in school lessons?

SDS1–4↣

23

How often does this topic
come up in conversation with
friends?

SDS1–4↣

How often does this topic come up
in your family?

SDS1–4↣

24

How often does this topic
come up in your family?

SDS1–4↣

How dangerous do you think
climate change is?

SDS1–4↢

25

To what extent do you agree or
disagree that - "it is too late to
do anything about climate
change"?

SDS1–4↢

To what extent do you disagree or
agree that "it is too late to do
anything about climate change"

SDS1–4↢

23

26

How dangerous do you think
climate change is?

27

How hopeful do you feel about SDS1–4↣
our ability to solve, or limit
climate change?

SDS1–4↢

How hopeful do you feel about our
ability to solve, or limit climate
change?

SDS1–4↣

Have you ever taken action to help solve climate
change?
A/ No
B/ Yes
C/ I would like to take action, but I don't really know
what to do
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Have you ever taken action to help solve
climate change?

If you answered yes to the last
question, please explain

Open Ended

A/ Yes
B/ No
C/ I would like to take action, but I don't really
know what to do
29

If you answered yes to the last
question, please explain

Open Ended

To what extent do you think floods
and wildfires in Turkey in 2021
were connected to climate change?

SDS1–4↣

30

What are the top three
solutions to climate change in
your opinion? (These can be
individual actions or things
done by society or
government)

Open Ended
(no answer
necessary)

What are the top three solutions to
climate change in your opinion?
(These can be individual actions or
things done by society or
government)

Open Ended
(no answer
necessary)

Awareness questions
31

Since 1880 the average global temperature has
A/ Fallen
B/ Stayed the same
C/ Risen about 1℃ (degree Celsius) ✓
D/ Risen about 2℃ (degrees Celsius)
E/ Risen about 3℃ (degrees Celsius)
F/ I am unsure

32

To what extent do climate scientists agree with
each other that humans are causing climate
change?
A/ There is still a lot of debate—scientists
disagree with each other about what is causing
climate change

To what extent do climate scientists agree with each
other that humans are causing climate change?
A/ There is still a lot of debate—scientists disagree
with each other about what is causing climate change
B/ There is very little debate—most scientists are
sure humans are causing climate change ✓
C/ I am unsure
Since 1880 the average global temperature has
A/ Fallen
B/ Stayed the same
C/ Risen about 1℃ (degree Celsius) ✓
D/ Risen about 2℃ (degrees Celsius)
E/ Risen about 3℃ (degrees Celsius)
F/ I am unsure
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B/ There is very little debate—most scientists
are sure humans are causing climate change
✓
C/ I am unsure
33

What is causing climate change?
SO/ The climate is always changing
SO/ The sun
SO/ Volcanoes
SO/ A mixture of gases, but mostly carbon
dioxide (CO2) ✓
SO/ The oceans, especially The Atlantic Ocean
SO/ Climate change is not real
SO/ I am not sure

34

What level of heating do experts recommend
we try to stay below?
A/ 1.5–2℃ (degrees Celsius) ✓
B/ 2.5–3℃ (degrees Celsius)
C/ 3.5–4℃ (degrees Celsius)
D/ 4.5–5℃ (degrees Celsius)
E/ 5.5–6℃ (degrees Celsius)
F/ I am not sure
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Climate change causes which of the following
(tick all that apply)
SO/ rising seas ✓
SO/ animals to adapt by evolution
SO/ more powerful storms ✓
SO/ better agriculture / more plants & food
SO/ less fresh water ✓
SO/ more tropical diseases like malaria
(sıtma) ✓
SO/ more refugees ✓
SO/ the end of all life on Earth
SO/ more wildfires ✓
SO/ less rain

36

Climate change is something that will happen
A/ In the future
B/ It’s already happening ✓
C/ I’m not sure

What level of heating do experts recommend we try to
stay below?
A/ 5.5–6℃ (degrees Celsius)
B/ 4.5–5℃ (degrees Celsius)
C/ 3.5–4℃ (degrees Celsius)
D/ 2.5–3℃ (degrees Celsius)
E/ 1.5–2℃ (degrees Celsius) ✓
F/ I am not sure
What is causing climate change?
SO/ The oceans, especially The Atlantic Ocean
SO/ Climate change is not real
SO/ The sun
SO/ A mixture of gases, but mostly carbon dioxide
(CO2) ✓
SO/ The climate is always changing
SO/ Volcanoes
SO/ I am not sure
Climate change is something that will happen
A/ It’s already happening ✓
B/ In the future
C/ I’m not sure

36. Climate change causes... (tick all that apply)
SO/ the end of all life on Earth
SO/ less rain
SO/ less fresh water ✓
SO/ better agriculture / more plants & food
SO/ more refugees ✓
SO/ rising seas ✓
SO/ more powerful storms ✓
SO/ more wildfires ✓
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SO/ more tropical diseases like malaria (sıtma) ✓
SO/ animals to adapt by evolution
Usefulness and willingness
37

38

How can we solve climate change? Choose 3
actions that you think are most effective.

37. How can we solve climate change? Choose 3
actions that you think are most effective.

SO/ Eating less meat
SO/ Nuclear power
SO/ Direct action like school strikes
SO/ Renewable energy (e.g., solar)
SO/ Voting for politicians that care
SO/ Education and sharing information
SO/ Using public transport more
SO/ Contacting those in power like politicians
SO/ Planting trees / stopping deforestation
SO/ More or better recycling
SO/ Environmental taxes or new incentives
systems
SO/ Buying less new products e.g., buying
second-hand clothes
SO/ Using hybrid or electric cars
SO/ International agreements like the Paris
Agreement
SO/ Taking less flights
SO/ New laws by government
SO/ Stop extracting and burning fossil fuels

SO/ Stop extracting and burning fossil fuels
SO/ Taking less flights
SO/ Environmental taxes or new incentives systems
SO/ Using hybrid or electric cars
SO/ New laws by government
SO/ Buying less new products e.g., buying
second-hand clothes
SO/ International agreements like the Paris
Agreement
SO/ Planting trees / stopping deforestation
SO/ More or better recycling
SO/ Using public transport more
SO/ Direct action like school strikes
SO/ Contacting those in power like politicians
SO/ Renewable energy (e.g., solar)
SO/ Voting for politicians that care
SO/ Education and sharing information
SO/ Nuclear power
SO/ Eating less meat

Which three actions are YOU most willing to
do or support?

Which three actions are YOU most willing to do or
support?

SO/ Eating less meat
SO/ Nuclear power
SO/ Direct action like school strikes
SO/ Renewable energy (e.g., solar)
SO/ Voting for politicians that care
SO/ Education and sharing information
SO/ Using public transport more
SO/ Contacting those in power like politicians
SO/ Planting trees / stopping deforestation
SO/ More or better recycling
SO/ Environmental taxes or new incentives
systems
SO/ Buying less new products e.g., buying
second-hand clothes
SO/ Using hybrid or electric cars
SO/ International agreements like the Paris
Agreement
SO/ Taking less flights
SO/ New laws by government
SO/ Stop extracting and burning fossil fuels

SO/ Stop extracting and burning fossil fuels
SO/ Taking less flights
SO/ Environmental taxes or new incentives systems
SO/ Using hybrid or electric cars
SO/ New laws by government
SO/ Buying less new products e.g., buying
second-hand clothes
SO/ International agreements like the Paris
Agreement
SO/ Planting trees / stopping deforestation
SO/ More or better recycling
SO/ Using public transport more
SO/ Direct action like school strikes
SO/ Contacting those in power like politicians
SO/ Renewable energy (e.g., solar)
SO/ Voting for politicians that care
SO/ Education and sharing information
SO/ Nuclear power
SO/ Eating less meat
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Table 2
Second survey

ABC2

BDF2

About you

1

What is your class?

A/C/E

What is your class?

B/D/F

The environment and climate change
2

How important is
climate change as a
problem?

SDS1–4↢

How important is
climate change as a
problem?

SDS1–4↢

3

To what extent do
you agree or disagree
that "it is too late to
do anything about
climate change"

SDS1–4↢

How dangerous do
you think climate
change is?

SDS1–4↢

4

How dangerous do
you think climate
change is?

SDS1–4↢

To what extent do
you agree or disagree
that "it is too late to
do anything about
climate change"

SDS1–4↢

5

How hopeful do you
feel about our ability
to solve, or limit
climate change?

SDS1–4↣

How hopeful do you
feel about our ability
to solve, or limit
climate change?

SDS1–4↣

Awareness questions
6

Since 1880 the average global temperature has
A/ Fallen
B/ Stayed the same
C/ Risen about 1℃ (degree Celsius) ✓
D/ Risen about 2℃ (degrees Celsius)
E/ Risen about 3℃ (degrees Celsius)
F/ I am unsure

To what extent do climate scientists agree with each
other that humans are causing climate change?
A/ There is very little debate—most scientists are
sure humans are causing climate change ✓
B/ There is still a lot of debate—scientists disagree
with each other about what is causing climate change
C/ I am unsure
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7

To what extent do climate scientists agree with
each other that humans are causing climate change?
A/ There is still a lot of debate—scientists
disagree with each other about what is causing
climate change
B/ There is very little debate—most scientists are
sure humans are causing climate change ✓
C/ I am unsure

8

What is causing climate change?
SO/ The climate is always changing
SO/ The sun
SO/ Volcanoes
SO/ A mixture of gasses, but mostly carbon
dioxide (CO2) ✓
SO/ The oceans, especially The Atlantic Ocean
SO/ Climate change is not real
SO/ I am not sure

9

What level of heating do the International Panel on
climate change recommend we try to stay below?
A/ 1.5–2℃ (degrees Celsius) ✓
B/ 2.5–3℃ (degrees Celsius)
C/ 3.5–4℃ (degrees Celsius)
D/ 4.5–5℃ (degrees Celsius)
E/ 5.5–6℃ (degrees Celsius )
F/ I am not sure

10

Climate change causes which of the following (tick
all that apply)
SO/ rising seas ✓
SO/ animals to adapt by evolution
SO/ more powerful storms ✓
SO/ better agriculture / more plants & food
SO/ less fresh water ✓
SO/ more tropical diseases like malaria (sıtma)
✓
SO/ more refugees ✓
SO/ the end of all life on Earth
SO/ more wildfires ✓
SO/ less rain

11

Climate change is something that will happen
A/ In the future
B/ It’s already happening ✓
C/ I’m not sure

Since 1880 the average global temperature has
A/ Fallen
B/ Stayed the same
C/ Risen about 1℃ (degree Celsius) ✓
D/ Risen about 2℃ (degrees Celsius)
E/ Risen about 3℃ (degrees Celsius)
F/ I am unsure
What level of heating do the International Panel on
Climate Change recommend we try to stay below?
A/ 5.5–6℃ (degrees Celsius)
B/ 4.5–5℃ (degrees Celsius)
C/ 3.5–4℃ (degrees Celsius)
D/ 2.5–3℃ (degrees Celsius)
E/ 1.5–2℃ (degrees Celsius) ✓
F/ I am not sure
What is causing climate change?
SO/ The oceans, especially The Atlantic Ocean
SO/ Climate change is not real
SO/ The sun
SO/ A mixture of gases, but mostly carbon dioxide
(CO2) ✓
SO/ The climate is always changing
SO/ Volcanoes
SO/ I am not sure
Climate change is something that will happen
A/ It’s already happening ✓
B/ In the future
C/ I’m not sure

Climate change causes (tick all that apply)
SO/ the end of all life on Earth
SO/ less rain
SO/ less fresh water ✓
SO/ better agriculture / more plants & food
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SO/ more refugees ✓
SO/ rising seas ✓
SO/ more powerful storms ✓
SO/ more wildfires ✓
SO/ more tropical diseases like malaria (sıtma) ✓
SO/ animals to adapt by evolution

Usefulness and willingness
12

13

How can we solve climate change? Choose 3
actions that you think are most effective.

How can we solve climate change? Choose 3 actions
that you think are most effective.

SO/ Eating less meat
SO/ Nuclear power
SO/ Direct action like school strikes
SO/ Renewable energy (e.g., solar)
SO/ Voting for politicians that care
SO/ Education and sharing information
SO/ Using public transport more
SO/ Contacting those in power like politicians
SO/ Planting trees / stopping deforestation
SO/ More or better recycling
SO/ Environmental taxes or new incentives
systems
SO/ Buying less new products e.g., buying
second-hand clothes
SO/ Using hybrid or electric cars
SO/ International agreements like the Paris
Agreement
SO/ Taking less flights
SO/ New laws by government
SO/ Stop extracting and burning fossil fuels

SO/ Stop extracting and burning fossil fuels
SO/ Taking less flights
SO/ Environmental taxes or new incentives systems
SO/ Using hybrid or electric cars
SO/ New laws by government
SO/ Buying less new products e.g., buying
second-hand clothes
SO/ International agreements like the Paris
Agreement
SO/ Planting trees / stopping deforestation
SO/ More or better recycling
SO/ Using public transport more
SO/ Direct action like school strikes
SO/ Contacting those in power like politicians
SO/ Renewable energy (e.g., solar)
SO/ Voting for politicians that care
SO/ Education and sharing information
SO/ Nuclear power
SO/ Eating less meat

Which three actions are YOU most willing to do or
support?

Which three actions are YOU most willing to do or
support?

SO/ Eating less meat
SO/ Nuclear power
SO/ Direct action like school strikes
SO/ Renewable energy (e.g., solar)
SO/ Voting for politicians that care
SO/ Education and sharing information
SO/ Using public transport more
SO/ Contacting those in power like politicians
SO/ Planting trees / stopping deforestation
SO/ More or better recycling
SO/ Environmental taxes or new incentives
systems
SO/ Buying less new products e.g., buying
second-hand clothes
SO/ Using hybrid or electric cars

SO/ Stop extracting and burning fossil fuels
SO/ Taking less flights
SO/ Environmental taxes or new incentives systems
SO/ Using hybrid or electric cars
SO/ New laws by government
SO/ Buying less new products e.g., buying
second-hand clothes
SO/ International agreements like the Paris
Agreement
SO/ Planting trees / stopping deforestation
SO/ More or better recycling
SO/ Using public transport more
SO/ Direct action like school strikes
SO/ Contacting those in power like politicians
SO/ Renewable energy (e.g., solar)
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SO/ International agreements like the Paris
Agreement
SO/ Taking less flights
SO/ New laws by government
SO/ Stop extracting and burning fossil fuels

SO/ Voting for politicians that care
SO/ Education and sharing information
SO/ Nuclear power
SO/ Eating less meat

14

How much did you enjoy
the Climate Change Unit?

SDS1–4↣

How much did you enjoy the
climate change unit?

SDS1–4↣

15

How much did you enjoy
the first unit—True Diary?

SDS1–4↣

How much did you enjoy the
first unit—True Diary?

SDS1–4↣

16

How much did you enjoy
the second unit—Horror?

SDS1–4↣

How much did you enjoy the
second unit—Horror?

SDS1–4↣

17

Is there anything else you
Open ended
would like to say about the
Climate Change Unit?
Perhaps things you liked or
did not like?

Is there anything else you
would like to say about the
Climate Change Unit?
Perhaps things you liked or
did not like?

Open ended

ABC1 / BDF1 Section One Commentary (“About You”)
The questions about number and fuel type of cars were intended to be proxies for wealth,
possible disinclination towards the issue (since they may feel themselves to be more to blame than
others), and, in the case of hybrid or electric car use, possibly higher environmental awareness in the
family. The unit helps to dispel such personal guilt by showing students that most solutions are
structural and societal, not personal. Use of electric cars was expected to be minimal due to slower
uptake in Turkey compared to other countries. For example, in March 2021, only 0.3 percent of the
registered 13,214,599 cars were electric or hybrid. However new sales of hybrid and electric vehicles
are overtaking internal combustion engine (ICE) sales (TRTWorld, 2021).
ABC1 / BDF1 Section Two Commentary (“General”)
Question 6 in ABC1 (question 8 in BDF1) was included to indicate general worry or
optimism which can then be compared to worry about the climate crisis. Some researchers e.g.,
Kollmuss and Agyemen (2002) cited in Hermans and Korhonen (2017) have found high levels of
worry to be commensurate with apathy and resignation. High levels of anxiety might also indicate
problem-focused coping mechanisms. Questions 8 and 9 in ABC1 (6 and 7 in BDF1) were designed
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to indicate coping mechanism styles. The first possible answer for Question 8 suggests
problem-focused coping (PFC); the second possible answer suggests emotion-focused coping (EFC),
which Ojala states is the most likely to result in de-emphasizing the extent of the problem, and the
third answer is meaning-focused coping (MFC), which is the most effective strategy according to
Ojala (2013), since it combines a positive outlook with a determination to act. ABC1 Question 9
(BDF1 question 7) served as a confirmation to check respondents have a strong coping strategy
preference and are completing the survey carefully. The order of these items is switched in the variant
survey. I ignored coping-strategy data unless both question answers agreed. Ojala’s insight was that
coping strategy, not gender, dictates willingness to act.
Questions about trust (questions 10–14) were key because as Ojala (2012) finds, having trust
in more powerful institutions both validates the individual’s efforts—since they cannot possibly solve
this problem on their own—and reinforces the faith individuals place in themselves: if the weak do
not have faith in the strong to act, what point would there be in trying? The order of questions may be
seen as leading, for example when the idea of general trust is raised before asking about faith in the
Turkish government. For this reason, the order of questions within each section was changed in the
second survey given to 50% of respondents to minimise this effect.
The last two questions were designed to establish the extent to which the respondent has an
egalitarian viewpoint, since effective climate change mitigation includes social justice, for example
helping poorer countries or population segments adjust to low carbon regimes. But if a respondent is
more inclined to hierarchical ideas, that does not mean there is no hope. Ojala (2013) found that
emphasising economic benefits (e.g., the costs of inaction clearly outweigh the costs of action), can
help. After the survey field test, and discussing the questions with some students and staff, I decided
to swap a question about the value of privatisation with a question about the minimum wage. I felt
that asking students to indicate an ideal monthly minimum wage would give a better indication of
egalitarianism—since privatisation is a more complex concept. The order was changed for these
questions so that both questions could be compared statistically.
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Section Three Commentary (“The Environment and climate change”)
ABC1 question 18 (BDF1 question 19) was included because previous studies (e.g., Higde et
al, 2017) found a correlation between enjoying nature for its own sake with pro-environmental
behaviour. Questions about where, and how often the topic arises, were designed to see where
attitudes are mainly influenced. Ojala (2012) found that parental encouragement in environmental
awareness and action is a significant predictor of willingness to act. The last open-ended question
allowed the researcher to filter and identify misunderstandings as to the nature of climate change
action.
Section Four Commentary (“Awareness Questions”)
This section of the survey was designed to ascertain the respondent’s knowledge of climate
change essential facts. Hopefully these would improve after studying the topic for eight weeks, but it
must be stressed that several studies have found no correlation between climate change knowledge
and willingness to act, for example Kollmuss and Agyemen (2002) cited by Hermans and Korhonen
(2017), Finger (1994) Hart (2011) cited by Wu and Otsuka (2020), whilst some studies have found a
correlation, e.g., Jennings (2019), also cited by Wu and Otsuka (2020). Pitching the issue in a more
sociological and narrative style (corporate greed vs. blameless third world for example) may help, as
suggested by Riemer et al (2016).
Section Five Commentary (“Usefulness and Willingness”)
The final part of the survey was inspired by Ambusaidi et al (2021) who sought to establish
where climate change education might most usefully intervene, their theory being that when a
willingness to act is significantly different from a perceived efficacy of the measure, these are areas
where curriculum could be re-directed usefully. It would also be interesting to see if the answers to the
first question in this section change as an indicator of the unit’s impact. Note, the order of items was
randomised in both surveys to encourage respondents to think about their answers more carefully.
How the Instrument was Delivered
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The instrument was delivered to all six classes of grade 9 English at Hisar school on Monday, 7th
February, and then again on Wednesday, 23rd March in a truncated form.
Data Analysis
Appendix A describes how data was compared both within the first ACE survey (question
numbers), and between the first and second ACE survey. X denotes questions that would not be asked
in the second survey, and a tick denotes questions that were compared between the two surveys. BDF
surveys compared the same data, although questions were placed in a different order.
Gender was a significant data point of comparison, interacting for the purposes of comparison
with 26 other data points. Conclusions about gender would be withheld if coping mechanisms
appeared to better explain differences between students as Ojala (2013) found. Another aspect of
student demographics that was expected to affect willingness to act was the car ownership question in
section one which acted as a proxy for wealth and perceived complicity in causing the problem. The
other data points that were very important in this study were question 21 (How important is climate
change as a problem), the more emotive question 26 (How dangerous do you think climate change is),
and question 27 (How hopeful do you feel about our ability to solve, or limit climate change). These
data points were compared to multiple variables both within the first survey, and against the second
survey, to test for correlation and see if the unit had an impact. Comparison between the two surveys
at the beginning of the unit and towards the end of the unit mostly focused on the importance and
danger of the issue, accuracy of basic knowledge, and perceptions and willingness to act regarding the
most well-known mitigation strategies adapted from Ambusaidi et al (2021).
To simplify comparing gender to accuracy of knowledge, the sum of correct scores was taken
of section 4 questions (minimum 0, maximum 6). To understand the extent of egalitarian viewpoints,
the answers to questions 15, 16 and 17 were compared in both ACE1 and BDF2 (although the order
was different). A low score on the descending semantic differential for question 15 (“To what extent
do you agree that all people are equal and deserve equal rights and opportunities”), in conjunction
with higher minimum wage choices indicated a more egalitarian respondent.
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IBM SPSS was used in conjunction with Google Sheets to calculate t-tests, Spearman’s rho
nonparametric correlations, chi-squared tests of statistical significance, one way analyses of variance
(ANOVA), Wilcoxon signed rank tests, McNemar exact tests and to generate graphs.
Other Project Considerations
Sample mortality was resolved by dispensing with cross survey comparisons (the S2
variables) for any respondents missing either of the surveys, however single survey observations
would still be valid. Another feature of weak surveys according to the American Association for
Public Opinion Research is non-response (Evaluating survey quality in today's complex environment,
2021). There was a low risk of a non-response bias as this survey was conducted in classroom
conditions and students had the impression that this was part of their course. Nevertheless, if any
patterns of non-response had appeared, for example by gender, or any of the other important factors
the survey investigated, further measures would have been taken. Necessary permission was obtained
to conduct the surveys from the school administration. Another risk was careless completion—for
example speeding through to finish as early as possible. This was cautioned against by the classroom
teacher. Finally, students were asked at the survey outset to not discuss questions with their
classmates. Teachers also planned to make the translations available in case of any confusion.
Project Timeline
The initial survey was administered to all classes on Monday, 7th February. Data analysis for
the first survey was completed in the weeks following, and before the second survey was given on
Wednesday, 23rd March. Analysis of the second survey and comparison with the first survey were
then completed by Monday, 28th of March in time for peer review.
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Survey 1 Findings (ACEBDF1)
Gender
Sixty nine males and 52 females took the survey. There are normally 57 girls and 74 boys in
grade 9, so we can see that 5 boys and 5 girls were absent.

Table 3
Frequencies of gender, (N=121)
gender

ƒ

%

cƒ

percentile

Male

69

57.02%

121

100

Female

52

49.98%

52

42.98

Number Of Cars
Md = 2, Interquartile Range (IQR) = 1.

Table 4
Frequencies of cars, (N=121)
number of cars

ƒ

%

cƒ

percentile

4 or more

22

18.20%

121

100.00

3

23

19.00%

99

81.82

2

56

46.30%

76

62.81

1

19

15.70%

20

16.53

0

1

0.80%

1

0.83

Number of Hybrid Cars
Md = 1, IQR = 2.
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Table 5
Frequencies of hybrid cars, (N=121)

number of hybrid
cars

ƒ

%

cƒ

percentile

4 or more

8

6.60%

121

100.00

3

12

9.90%

113

93.39

2

32

26.40%

101

83.47

1

26

21.50%

69

57.02

0

43

35.50%

43

35.54

Number of Electric Cars
Md = .00, IQR = 0.

Table 6
Frequencies of electric cars, (N=121)

number of electric
cars

ƒ

%

cƒ

percentile

4 or more

0

0.00%

121

100.00

3

0

0.00%

121

100.00

2

4

3.30%

121

100.00

1

13

10.70%

117

96.69

0

104

86.00%

104

85.95

Happiness of Students
When asked the question ‘How happy are you with your life now?’ 27.28% answered that
they were either very or quite unhappy.7 Four students (3.31%) indicated that they were ‘not at all
happy’, (1 on an ascending scale) whilst 29 students (23.97%) opted for the slightly less unhappy
option (2). Eighty eight students (72.73%) indicated they were either fairly (3) or very happy (4).
46.28% of students were fairly happy, and 26.45% of students were very happy (Md = 3, IQR = 2).

7

Compare this to 57% of US 8th graders saying they were more happy than not in the 2017 US National
Assessment of Educational Progress (Strauss, 2021).
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Table 7
Frequencies of happiness, (N=121)
happiness 1–4

ƒ

%

cƒ

percentile

4

32

26.45%

121

100.00

3

56

46.28%

89

73.55

2

29

23.97%

33

27.27

1

4

3.31%

4

3.31

Additionally, students were asked to elaborate why they felt this way in order to ascertain
whether environmental factors might be at play. Notable examples of what students said may be read
in appendix E.
Reasons for Being the Happiest Students. Ten (31.25%) of those students stating maximum
happiness gave reasons focused on themselves. Fifteen (46.88%) added reasons to do with others
close to them, usually family and friends. One person (3.13%) gave an answer that alluded to the
wider society. Six students gave answers that were vague or stated they did not need a reason to be
happy.
Reasons for Being Moderately Happy. Of the 56 students that indicated they were
moderately happy, 32 (57.14%) gave self-focused reasons. Nine (16.07%) gave reasons focused on
those close to them, and three students (5.36%) considered the wider society. One of these students
mentioned climate change. 12 students (21.43%) gave no reason or a vague answer.
Reasons for Being Moderately Unhappy. 16 (55.17%) of these 29 students gave reasons
relating to themselves. Five of those answers referred to school or grades, and three referred to
‘stress’. Four answers (13.79%) referred to people close to them. Two answers (6.90%) referred to the
wider society. Seven students (24.14%) gave no reason or a vague statement.
Reasons for Being Very Unhappy. Of the four students who indicated they were very
unhappy, three (75%) did so for reasons focused on themselves. Two answers referred to school, and
one to personal illness. One answer was unclear.
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Coping Mechanism
Students were asked two questions designed to ascertain whether they might have coping
strategies that align with styles identified by Maria Ojala in her 2013 study. For each question,
students selected answers that demonstrated a tendency to avoid the problem (emotion focused coping
or EFC), to deal with the source of the problem (problem focused coping or PFC), or to find meaning
in difficulty (meaning focused coping or MFC). Where answers indicated both PFC and MFC these
were recorded as a mixed mechanism (PFC / MFC). Where answers were a mixture of EFC and PFC
or MFC, ‘No preference’ was coded since this appeared contradictory. An example of this would be
selecting the answers ‘Even if I can not solve the problem, I think that I learn from failure’ and ‘I try
to stay optimistic by not thinking about problems’, where the first answer indicates reflection on the
issue (MFC), whilst the second indicates avoiding the issue (EFC).

Table 8
Frequencies of Coping Mechanism, (N=121)
mechanism

ƒ

%

cƒ

percentile

4 MFC

2

1.65%

121

100.00

3 PFC / MFC

26

21.49%

119

98.35

2 PFC

28

23.14%

93

76.86

1 EFC

55

45.45%

65

53.72

0 No preference

10

8.26%

10

8.26

91.74% of students have coping mechanisms that appear coherent. The largest group of all is
EFC (55 students or 45.45%). Purely PFC answers were 23.14%. Mixed PFC and MFC answers were
21.49%. Answers with some degree of PFC (PFC and PFC / MFC mix) were 44.62%. MFC answers
were 1.65%. 8.26% of answers were contradictory (Md = 1, IQR = 1).
Trust in Others and Organisations
The lowest level of trust was for government (Md = 1, IQR = 1). After that came trust in
‘people generally’ (Md = 2, IQR = 2). International organisations were the next most trusted group
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(Md = 2, IQR = 1). Next came trust in school and teachers (Md = 3, IQR = 2). Trust in scientists was
the highest of all (Md = 3, IQR = 1). Significant acceptable outliers are seen with both government
and scientists.

Figure 1
Degree of trust in various groups

Egalitarianism
A majority of students (70 or 57.85%) strongly self-identified as believing in equality and
equal rights. Combined with students who somewhat identify that way, the figure becomes 94 or
77.69%. 27 students (22.31%) did not identify as egalitarian, with 11 or (9.09%) of these being
strongly against egalitarian principles (Md = 4, IQR = 1).
Table 9
Self reported extent of egalitarianism (N=121)
egalitarianism
1–4

ƒ

%

cƒ

percentile

4

70

57.85%

121

100.00

3

24

19.83%

51

42.15

2

16

13.22%

27

22.31

1

11

9.09%

11

9.09
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Egalitarianism in Practice (Should the Minimum Wage Change?)
When students were asked to decide whether the minimum wage should go down, stay the
same, or go up, 104 (85.95%) said it should go up. Nine students (7.44%) said it should stay the same,
and eight students (6.61%) said it should go down. In total, 17 students (14.05%) did not think the
minimum wage should go up.

Table 10
Minimum wage direction (N=121)
minimum wage
direction

ƒ

%

cƒ

percentile

Go up

104

85.95%

121

100.00

Stay same

9

7.44%

17

14.05

Go down

8

6.61%

8

6.61

Egalitarianism in Practice (How Much Should the Minimum Monthly Wage be?)
Compared to the present figure of 4250 Turkish Lira (TRY)8, the mean figure suggested by
students was 6645.759, (SD = 305.88). Data was cleaned to remove answers that conflicted, (eg.
students who indicated the minimum wage should go up, but then gave a lower than present minimum
wage), and two extreme high outliers were removed (30,300 TRY and 15,000 TRY).

8
9

US＄299.58 (March 5 2022)
US＄449.95 (March 12 2022)
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Figure 2
Suggested minimum wage per month (no significant outliers)

Intrinsic Value of Nature / The Countryside
In response to the question ‘How important is it for you to get away from the city and enjoy
nature?’ 82 students (67.77%) agreed, 33 (27.27%) strongly. 39 students (32.23%) disagreed, of
which 12 (9.92%) disagreed strongly (Md = 3, IQR = 2).

Table 11
Enjoyment of nature (N=121)
enjoyment 1–4

ƒ

%

cƒ

percentile

4

33

27.27%

121

100.00

3

49

40.50%

88

72.73

2

27

22.31%

39

32.23

1

12

9.92%

12

9.92
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Student Experience of Environmental Disaster
Figure 3
Have you experienced an environmental disaster? (N=120)

Extent To which Students Associate Turkish Floods and Fires of 2021 to Climate Change
Seven students (5.83%) strongly disagreed there was a connection and 21 students (17.5%)
moderately disagreed, making a total of 28 students (23.33%) that disagreed in some way. 92 students
(76.67%) agreed there was a connection, with 45 students (37.50%) agreeing strongly. One data point
was missing so N=120, (Md = 3 , IQR = 1).
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Figure 4
To what extent do you believe climate change was to blame for environmental disasters in Turkey in
2021?

How Important is Climate Change as a Problem?
105 students (86.78%) agreed that it is important, with 81 students (66.94) agreeing strongly.
Only 16 students (13.22%) said it was not important, with seven students (5.79%) selecting the lowest
level, (Md = 4 , IQR = 1).

Table 12
How important is climate change? (N=121)
importance 1–4

ƒ

%

cƒ

percentile

4

81

66.94%

121

100.00

3

24

19.83%

40

33.06

2

9

7.44%

16

13.22

1

7

5.78%

7

5.79

How Often and Where is Climate Change Mentioned?
Table 13
How often is climate change mentioned in the classroom?
lessons

ƒ

%

cƒ

percentile

4

21

17.36%

121

100.00

3

43

35.54%

100

82.64

2

51

42.15%

57

47.11

1

6

4.96%

6

4.96
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Table 14
How often is climate change mentioned with friends?
friends

ƒ

%

cƒ

percentile

4

1

0.83%

121

100.00

3

16

13.22%

120

99.17

2

51

42.15%

104

85.95

1

53

43.80%

53

43.80

Table 15
How often is climate change mentioned with family?
family

ƒ

%

cƒ

percentile

1

27

22.31%

121

100

2

53

43.80%

94

77.69

3

37

30.58%

41

33.88

4

4

3.31%

4

3.31

Figure 5
How often is climate change mentioned in lessons?
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Figure 6
How often is climate change mentioned with friends?

Figure 7
How often is climate change mentioned in the family?

Too Late to do Anything About Climate Change?
23 students (19.01%) agreed it was too late to do anything, 4 (3.31%) strongly. 98 students
(80.99%) disagreed, 40 (33.06%) strongly (Md = 2, IQR = 1).
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Table 16
To what extent do you agree that it is too late to do anything about climate change? (N=121)
Too late 1–4

ƒ

%

cƒ

percentile

4

6

4.96%

121

100

3

17

14.05%

115

95.04

2

58

47.93%

98

80.99

1

40

33.06%

40

33.06

How Dangerous is Climate Change?
106 (87.06%) students agreed climate change was dangerous, 79 (65.29%) strongly. 15 students
(12.40%) disagreed, 5 (4.13%) strongly (Md = 4 , IQR = 1).

Table 17
How dangerous is climate change? (N=121)
How dangerous
1–4

ƒ

%

cƒ

percentile

4

79

65.29%

121

100

3

27

22.31%

42

34.71

2

10

8.26%

15

12.4

1

5

4.13%

5

4.13

How Hopeful do You Feel About Our Ability to Solve, or Limit Climate Change?
Seven students (5.79%) were very hopeful, and 44 (36.36%) were somewhat hopeful. 70
students (57.85%) were not hopeful, 20 (16.53%) chose the lowest level of hope (Md = 2, IQR = 1).

Table 18
How hopeful do you feel about our ability to solve or limit climate change? (N=121)
hope 1–4

ƒ

%

cƒ

percentile

4

7

5.79%

121

100

3

44

36.36%

114

94.21

2

50

41.32%

70

57.85

1

20

16.53%

20

16.53
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Have You Ever Taken Action to Address Climate Change Before?
The majority (84 students or 69.42%) had not taken any action to address climate change,
however 51 students (42.15%) indicated that they would have liked to. 37 students (30.58%) claimed
to have taken action, and were asked to explain in a subsequent open ended question.

Table 19
Have you ever taken action to address climate change before? (N=121)
previous CC
action

ƒ

%

cƒ

percentile

yes

37

30.58%

121

100

no but willing

51

42.15%

84

69.42

no

33

27.27%

33

27.27

Of those 37 students, 5 gave specific examples of climate change action that appeared to
involve limited agency or initiative, perhaps lesson based activities, such as ‘We had a project about
climate change in middle school,’ whilst 23 answers suggested higher agency and initiative, for
example ‘I have participated in protests of environmental issues and I am also in the environmental
issues club.’
What are the Top Three Solutions to Climate Change? (Open Ended—No Answer Necessary)
Of the 211 solutions students were aware of, roughly half (51.18%) were individual solutions
such as choosing to recycle more, and roughly half (48.82%) were societal, such as providing more
recycling facilities. In table 20 below, individual solutions are coded ‘IND’ and societal ones ‘SOC’.
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Table 20
Open ended: what are the top 3 solutions to climate change in your opinion? (N=211)
solutions indicated

ƒ

%

cƒ

percentile

Recycle/ Reduce/ Reuse (IND)

57

27.01%

211

100

Renewable energy (SOC)

22

10.43%

154

72.99

Reduce deforestation (SOC)

18

8.53%

132

62.56

Public Transport (IND)

17

8.06%

114

54.03

Use EV / hybrid cars (IND)

16

7.58%

97

45.97

Plastic restrictions (SOC)

11

5.21%

81

38.39

Carbon capture (SOC)

10

4.74%

70

33.18

End or reduce fossil fuels (SOC)

9

4.27%

60

28.44

Reduce production / anti-growth /
anti-capitalism (SOC)

8

3.79%

51

24.17

Education / provide information (SOC)

6

2.84%

43

20.38

Diet change (IND)

5

2.37%

37

17.54

Walk / Cycle (IND)

4

1.90%

32

15.17

Spread awareness (IND)

4

1.90%

28

13.27

Produce more EV/ hybrid cars (SOC)

4

1.90%

24

11.37

Government action / responsibility (SOC)

3

1.42%

20

9.48

International agreements (SOC)

3

1.42%

17

8.06

Less flights (IND)

2

0.95%

14

6.64

Activism (IND)

2

0.95%

12

5.69

Geo-engineering (SOC)

2

0.95%

10

4.74

City planning (SOC)

2

0.95%

8

3.79

Provide better public transport (SOC)

2

0.95%

6

2.84

Fire prevention (IND)

1

0.47%

4

1.9

Population reduction (SOC)

1

0.47%

3

1.42

Leaving Earth / using space resources (SOC)

1

0.47%

2

0.95

Nuclear energy (SOC)

1

0.47%

1

0.47

Accuracy of Student Climate Change Knowledge
Answers were coded 1 for correct and 0 for incorrect. Students performed worse when
specific numeric details were asked of them, for example only 19 students (15.70%, Md = 0, IQR = 0)
knew that the temperature change since 1880 was slightly over one degree Celsius. Similarly, only 20
students (16.53%, Md = 0, IQR = 0) knew the recommended limits of heating (1.5 to 2 degrees
Celsius) according to the IPCC. When students were asked to what degree scientists agree (correct N
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= 60, 49.59%, Md = 0, IQR = 1), the causes of climate change (correct N = 99, 81.82%, Md = 1, IQR
= 0 ), and if it is happening now, or in the future, (correct N = 110, 90.91%, Md = 1 , IQR = 0)
accuracy was higher.

Figure 8
Quiz results for questions 31, 32, 33, 34 & 36

Question 35 required students to select correct impacts of climate change from a list. Correct
answers scored a 1, and incorrect answers scored a 0. Six answers were correct and four answers were
incorrect, so the minimum possible score was -4, and the maximum was +6 (only one student
achieved this). The mean was 2.25 (SD = 1.58). The minimum was -2 and the maximum was 6 (Md =
2, IQR = 3).
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Figure 9
Question 35: climate change causes which of the following?

Awareness Section Total
The range of possible scores overall was -4 to +11. The mean was 4.79 (SD = 2.12, Md =5,
IQR = 3).
Table 21
Frequency of quiz total scores (N=121)
score

ƒ

%

cƒ

percentile

11

0

0.00%

121

100

10

1

0.83%

121

100

9

3

2.48%

120

99.17

8

6

4.96%

117

96.69

7

18

14.88%

111

91.74

6

17

14.05%

93

76.86

5

25

20.66%

76

62.81

4

17

14.05%

51

42.15

3

18

14.88%

34

28.1

2

8

6.61%

16

13.22

1

5

4.13%

8

6.61

0

2

1.65%

3

2.48

-1

1

0.83%

1

0.83

-2

0

0.00%

0

0

-3

0

0.00%

0

0

-4

0

0.00%

0

0
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Figure 10
Quiz total scores

Climate Change Solutions Students Rate as Most Effective (N=234)
43 students selected more than three solutions and so their answers were discarded. 78
students made 234 selections. 43 students (18.86 of all selections) chose renewable energy. 29
students (12.72% of selections) chose recycling. 25 students (10.96% of selections) chose ‘stop
extracting and burning fossil fuels’. The least effective measures were school strikes, carbon taxes,
and taking less flights (all being chosen once, or 0.44%).
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Figure 11
Perceived effectiveness of measures to tackle climate change

Climate Change Solutions Students are Most Willing to Support (N=195)
47 students selected more than 3 options and so their answers were discarded. 71 students
made 195 selections. 33 students (16.92% of selections) chose recycling. 27 students (13.85% of
selections) both chose forestation and renewable energy. The three least popular choices were less
flights (0.51%), school strikes, carbon taxes and international agreements (1.03%).
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Figure 12
Willingness to support measures to tackle climate change

Differences Between Perceived Effectiveness and Willingness to Support
Where measures were seen as being more effective than students felt willing to support, a
positive difference was generated. The top three differences in such measures were seen in new laws
(+2.99%), stopping the extraction and burning of fossil fuels (+4.81%), and renewables (+5.01%).
However, when students were more willing to support a measure than the degree of efficacy, a
negative score was arrived at. The top three differences were seen in forestation (-3.32%), education
(-3.75%), and recycling (-4.20%).
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Figure 13
Difference between perceived effectiveness and willingness to support

Survey 1 Correlation and Effects (All at 95% Confidence Interval)
Gender as an Independent Variable
A chi squared test found no correlation between gender and happiness: 𝝌 2(3) = 4.71, p = .194.
Similarly no correlation was found between gender and coping style: 𝝌2(4) = 3.31, p = .507. A
moderate relationship was found between gender and trust in people in general (𝝌2(3) = 8.16, p = .043,
ɸ = .260), where females were less trusting.
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Figure 14
Gender and trust in people in general (1–4)

No relationship was found between gender and trust in schools and teachers (𝝌2(3) = 1.75, p =
.625), gender and trust in government (𝝌2(3) = 1.31, p = .725), gender and trust in international
organisations (𝝌2(3) = 1.58, p=.663), or gender and trust in scientists (𝝌2(3) = 4.13, p = .248).
A moderate relationship was found between gender and self reported extent of egalitarianism
(𝝌2(3) = 11.63, p = .009, ɸ = .310) where males were more likely to report lower levels of
egalitarianism.
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Figure 15
Gender and self reported extent of egalitarianism

In a one way ANOVA no relation was found between gender and whether students thought
the minimum wage should change (F (2,118) = .94, p = 395). An independent sample t-test found no
relation between gender and suggested minimum wage (t (100) = .34, p = .368).
In chi squared tests, no relation was found between gender and the importance of nature (𝝌2(3) = .92, p
= .821), whether environmental problems in Turkey were caused by CC (𝝌2(3) = 1.35, p = .717), the
importance of CC (𝝌2(3) = .42, p = .935), whether it was too late to act (𝝌2(3) = 1.68, p = .640), or how
dangerous CC is (𝝌2(3) = 3.74, p = .291). Gender and hope in our ability to solve CC also showed no
relation (𝝌2(3) = 2.57, p = .463).
A one-way ANOVA revealed that there was a statistically significant difference in gender and
previous action between at least two groups (F (2,118) = 3.58, p = .031). A Games-Howell Test for
multiple comparisons found that the mean value of ‘No’ and ‘No but willing’ was significantly
different between males and females (p = .019). There was no statistically significant difference
between ‘Yes’ and gender (p = .138). This means females were more likely to have taken action or to
feel they would have taken action if they had known what to do.
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No relation was found between gender and CC knowledge in the CC facts awareness
questions (t (119) = 1.06, p = .145).
Vehicle Ownership as an Independent Variable
A one way ANOVA found no relationship between number of cars (four categories: 1, 2, 3, 4
or more) and self reported extent of egalitarianism (F (4, 116) = .51, p = .337), whether minimum
wage should vary or not (F (4, 116) = .45, p = .772), or what the minimum wage should be (F (4, 97)
= .20, p = .941). The importance of climate change as a topic (F (4, 116) = .20, p = .939), the danger
of CC (F (4, 116) = .28, p = .888), and hope about the topic (F (4, 116) = .63, p = .646) were also not
affected by vehicle ownership.
A one way ANOVA found no relationship between number of hybrid cars (four categories: 1,
2, 3, 4 or more) and self reported extent of egalitarianism (F (4, 116) = .18, p = .950), whether the
minimum wage should vary or not (F (4, 116) = .32, p = .862), or what the minimum wage should be
(F (4, 97) = .46, p = .766). The importance of climate change as a topic (F (4, 116) = .38, p = .823),
the danger of CC (F (4, 116) = .36, p = .840), and hope about the topic (F (4, 116) = 2.32, p = .061)
were also not affected by hybrid vehicle ownership.
A one way ANOVA found no relationship between number of electric cars (four categories: 1,
2, 3, 4 or more) and self reported extent of egalitarianism (F (2,118) = 1.85, p = .161), whether
minimum wage should vary or not (F (2,118) = .51, p = .603), or what the minimum wage should be
(F (2, 99) = .25, p = .783). The importance of climate change as a topic (F (2,118) = 1.69, p = .190),
the danger of CC (F (2, 118) = 1.71, p = .185), and hope about the topic (F (2, 118) = .64, p = .531)
were also not affected by electric vehicle ownership.
Happiness as an Independent Variable
A Spearman’s test found no correlations between happiness and importance of CC (rs (119) =
.02, p = .812), happiness and it being too late for action (rs (119) = -.06, p = .495), or how dangerous
CC was (rs (119) = -.05, p = .601). A small positive correlation was found between happiness and
degree of hope however (rs (119) = .274, p = .002).
In a chi squared test no correlation was found between happiness and previous action (𝝌2(6) =
2.56, p = .862).
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Coping Mechanism as an Independent Variable
No relation was found between coping mechanism and the importance of CC (𝝌2(12) = 9.09, p
= .695) or hope in CC solutions (𝝌2(12) = 10.72, p = .553) in chi squared tests.
Trust in Others as an Independent Variable
Trust in People Generally. No correlation was found in a Spearman test between trust in
people generally and the importance of CC (rs (119) = -.115, p = .210), or hope (rs (119) = .085, p = .
356).
Trust in Schools and Teachers. No correlation was found in Spearman tests between trust in
school and teachers, and the importance of CC (rs (119) = .10, p = .297), hope (rs (119) = -.06, p =
.519).
Trust in Government. No Spearman correlation was found between trust in government and
the importance of CC (rs (119) = .04, p = .654), but a weak positive correlation was found with hope in
CC solutions (rs (119) = .196, p = .031).
Trust in International Organisations. A moderate positive Spearman correlation was found
between trust in international organisations and the importance of CC (rs (119) = .319, p = <.001),
where broadly speaking as trust in these organisations increased, so did perceived importance of the
issue. A weak positive correlation was found with hope (rs (119) = .183, p = .044).
Trust in the Scientific Community. A weak positive correlation was found in a Spearman
test between trust in the scientific community and the importance of CC (rs (119) = .191, p = .036), but
no correlation was found with hope (rs (119) = .166, p = .069).
Egalitarianism as an Independent Variable
No correlation was found in Spearman tests with importance of CC (rs (119) = .17, p = .082),
or hope (rs (119) = .04, p = .712).
The Value of Nature as an Independent Variable
A Spearman test found a small positive correlation between intrinsic value of nature and the
importance of CC (rs (119) = .26, p = .003).
Experience of Environmental Disaster as an Independent Variable
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A chi squared test found no correlation with the importance of CC (𝝌 2(6) = 5.32, p = .503).
Environmental Disasters in Turkey 2021 as an Independent Variable
A Spearman test found a small positive correlation with the importance of CC (rs (119) = .25,
p = .006).
Importance of CC as an Independent Variable
A one way ANOVA found a statistical significance between the importance of climate change
and climate change knowledge (as assessed by true or false questions): F (3, 117) = 4.96, p = .003. A
Games-Howell post hoc test for multiple comparisons found that the mean value of CC knowledge
was significantly different between the lowest level of CC importance (1) and the second level (2) (p
= .049). The mean value of CC knowledge was significantly different between the lowest (1) and
second highest (3) level of importance (p = .034), and between the lowest (1) and highest (4) (p =
.019). CC knowledge means did not differ significantly between importance scores of 2 and 3 (p =
1.00), or scores 2 and 4 (p = .970). CC knowledge means between importance scores of 3 and 4 were
also not significant (p = .823).
How Often CC is Mentioned as an Independent Variable
How Often in Lessons. No correlation was found in a Spearman’s test between how often the
topic is mentioned in lessons and the importance of CC (rs (119) = .12, p = .182).
How Often with Friends. No correlation was found in a Spearman’s test between how often
the topic is mentioned with friends and the importance of CC (rs (119) = .03, p = .755).
How Often with Family. No correlation was found in a Spearman’s test between how often
the topic is mentioned with friends and the importance of CC (rs (119) = .11, p = .227).
Too Late to Take Action as an Independent Variable
When a chi squared test compared the variable too late for action with previous action a moderate
positive correlation was found (𝝌2(6) = 14.47, p = .025, ɸ =.346).
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Figure 16
Relation between too late for action and previous action

Danger of CC as an Independent Variable
When a chi squared test compared the variable danger of CC with previous action, no
correlation was found (𝝌2(6) = 9.26, p = .160).
Hope as an Independent Variable
When a chi squared test compared the variable hope with previous action, no correlation was
found (𝝌2(6) = 6.91, p = .329).
Previous Action as an Independent Variable
A one way ANOVA found no significant relation between previous action and importance of
CC (F (2, 118) = .74, p = .481), or with hope (F (2, 118) = 1.84, p = .163). A one way ANOVA did
find a significant relation between previous action and CC knowledge (F (2,118) = 3.87, p = .024). A
Games-Howell post hoc test for multiple comparisons found that the mean value of CC knowledge
was significantly different between no previous action and no previous action but willing (p = .044).
There was no statistically significant difference between previous action and no previous action (p =
.052).
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Accuracy of CC Knowledge as an Independent Variable
A Spearman’s rank correlation was computed to assess the relationship between total quiz
score and the importance of CC. There was a weak positive correlation between the two variables, rs
(120) = .21, p = .024.
Survey 1 Discussion
Gender
Many studies have found a correlation between gender and concern about climate change, for
example Hermans and Korhonen (2017) found that within a population of 549 Finnish grade 9
students, females were a little more concerned, and Abdullah et al (2021) foıund that more females
(82%) than males (78%) were concerned. Whilst this study found no increased concern by females for
CC when asked directly, it did find some other correlations that may be significant.
Gender and Trust. Firstly, Ojala (2013) found trusting outlooks correlate to CC concern,
however this study found that females were markedly less likely to trust people in general. However,
there was not a significant difference in trust for groups such as school or scientists. Perhaps this data
reflects the widespread concern about worsening violence against women in Turkey, and weakening
legal protections. Writing in the article “Turkey takes a step backwards on violence against women”
on euqaltimes.org., Zambrana (2021) highlights that between 2002 and 2009 murders of women
increased from 66 to 953 (1400%), and that on 1st July, 2021, Turkey was the first country to leave
the Council of Europe Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and
domestic violence (CETS No. 210), ironically signed in Istanbul.
Gender and Egalitarianism. Contrastingly, females were found to describe themselves more
commonly in egalitarian terms, which has been found to correlate to climate change concern.
Gender and Previous Action. When it came to having taken some kind of action in the past,
female students were significantly more active, or at least expressed a willingness to be so.
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Overall it appears as if gender has important implications for climate change attitudes and
willingness to act in our school. It may be possible to make CC education more appealing to the less
egalitarian males by emphasising the economic cost of inaction.
Vehicle Ownership
No relations were found between vehicle ownership and environmental or climate concern.
Perhaps further questions to establish relative wealth (about car manufacturers, or whether students
receive a bursary) would have helped, but I felt these would have been intrusive. Another possibility
is that some students did not know the actual engine type of their car, and perhaps gave answers
according to the social desirability effect.
Happiness
When students were asked why they were happy or unhappy two things were apparent.
Firstly, a minority of students gave reasons beyond their close relations and circumstances, for
example the state of the country, economy or climate change. Secondly, apart from the students who
were the happiest, the largest group of reasons were focused on themselves; however, for the happiest
group the largest number of reasons were focused on others close to them such as family and friends.
This perhaps is evidence that the greatest happiness lies in relationships. Solutions to the climate crisis
are of course beyond the scope of the individual; effective action on climate is communal and requires
the resilience that connection and love engender. A small correlation was found between happiness
and hope that CC can be solved, underscoring the need for positivity and fun in the classroom.
Coping Mechanism
The nearly equal numbers of students who had coping mechanisms (problem and meaning
focused: 44.63%) that should correspond to pro-environmental attitudes and action, and students with
a mechanism that should not correspond to pro-environmental attitudes and action (emotion focused:
45.45%), seemed like a promising finding, and yet these data did not correlate with any other
questions. Perhaps the partial focus on this topic undermined the reliability of these findings.
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Trust
Trust in International Organisations. Trust in international organisations like the UN
corresponded moderately to belief that the issue was important, and slightly with hope for the future.
It would appear that Ojala (2012) was right to some extent to say that faith in organisations legitimises
our own sense of agency. As educators, perhaps we can harness this effect by making sure students
know about these organisations and their actions.
Trust in the Scientific Community. A modest positive correlation between trust in scientists
and the importance of CC was less strong than expected, since this is overwhelmingly a scientific
topic. Ojala (2013) found that scientific opinion is most persuasive among those with egalitarian
views Maybe this is weakened by the perception that there is still debate about the causes of CC in
the scientific community—an issue that the unit certainly aims to clarify.
Egalitarianism
Students overwhelmingly described themselves as being in favour of equal rights and
equality, and an even higher proportion suggested the minimum wage should increase. The percentage
increase in minimum wage was 56.35%. There were 78 students (64.46%) we could call egalitarians
because they supported equality and equal rights either moderately or strongly, indicated the minimum
wage should go up, and suggested a minimum monthly wage above the current level. Of these
students there were 57 (47.11%) who strongly supported equality and equal rights, wanted a higher
minimum wage, and selected a higher figure. If we only look at suggested minimum wages above
6000 TRY (40.81% increase), then there were 35 students (28.93%). For students in a private school
this was more egalitarian than I had expected, but again perhaps more questions on this topic from
more angles would be more reliable. Contrary to other findings (e.g. Ojala 2012), no correlations were
found between egalitarianism and attitudes towards CC.
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Intrinsic Value of Nature
67.77% of students agreed that it was important to get away from the city and enjoy nature.
Similar to Higde et al, (2017), a correlation was found between the value of nature and the importance
of CC. Might there be a perception that CC is an issue that affects rural areas more than urban ones?
In this case climate change education (CCE) should look to focus on urban impacts as well.
Experience of Environmental Disaster and Recognition of Turkey’s 2021 Environmental Issues as
Related to CC
A surprisingly large proportion (54.6%) of students claimed to have witnessed environmental
disasters in some way, although this did not correlate to other questions. However when students
thought that fires and floods in Turkey were probably caused by CC, they were somewhat more likely
to treat CC seriously. Whilst in 2017 Higede, Oztekin, & Sahin found that 58.2% of science teachers
did not believe floods at that time in Turkey were connected to CC, 76.67% of students in this survey
agreed that events in 2021 were connected.
One area of uncertainty on reflection, was how these disasters were experienced, since the
survey did not quantify exactly what sort of disaster they experienced, or whether this was personally
or perhaps via the media, which may account for weakened importance.
The Importance of CC / The Danger of CC
The importance of CC was arguably, along with hope in the future, one of the most important
questions, and it was compared to nearly every other data point. Whilst I had imagined that the
separate question asking about the ‘danger’ of CC might produce different results due its more
emotive nature, results were actually very similar (86.78% saying CC was important; 87.06% saying
it was dangerous). In the literature review, expressions of alarm appear to increase as the crisis has
become clearer, and more publicised. In 2104 Özdem et al found that only 29.9% of students agreed
the effects were ‘likely to be catastrophic’. In 2021 Abdullah et al found 84% of students were either
quite or very worried.
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A correlation was found between how important students felt CC was, and the accuracy of
their knowledge on this topic, and this perhaps provides some evidence for the second research
question if the importance of CC can be taken to imply willingness to act.
Too Late to do Anything
It was noticed that students who agreed it was too late to act had been less likely to act in the
past, suggesting that action breeds hope. When students said they had not acted because they had not
known what to do, this also decreased in correlation to it being too late.
Previous Action and Knowledge
Just as action breeds hope, the results of this survey also suggest that it increases accuracy of
knowledge. This may be seen as further evidence for the effectiveness of activity based / experiential
learning in schools.
Student Choice Solutions
The most popular choices were individual actions related to recycling, reusing or reducing
consumption (27.01%). The second most popular choices were to do with renewable energy (10.43%),
followed by reducing deforestation. At the other end of the scale, very few students mentioned taking
less flights (0.95%), nuclear energy (0.47%), or activism (0.95%), which is surprising given the
amount of media attention Fridays for Future have gained, and the ubiquitous media presence of Greta
Thunberg. It may well be the case that, as foıund with Hermans and Korhonen (2017) and Wu and
Otsuka (2021), students prefer solutions that do not require serious lifestyle change or action on their
part.
Accuracy of Knowledge and Gender
Whilst Ocal et al., (2011) found that males outperformed females, this study did not find that
to be the case.
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Effectiveness of solutions / Willingness to Support Solutions
The top three solutions that students thought were effective but were less willing to support
were renewable energy, ending fossil fuel extraction and burning, and new laws. This may well be
because students rightly recognise that these are measures beyond their direct control, and they may
lack strategies for influencing others. It is my hope that the activism project component of this unit
will have helped them find ways to project their voices so that they can find ways to influence
decision makers.
The top three solutions that students were willing to support, but that were rated as being less
effective, were recycling, education and forestation measures (either limiting deforestation or
afforestation measures). As the impact of consumers is estimated to only be around 30% of total
emissions, it is easy to see why they would choose recycling as something easier to do, but actually
believe to be less effective. When it comes to forestation measures, the World Economic Forum finds
that an additional 25% of forested land could absorb one third of anthropogenic CO2 (Kim, 2021),
and so it must be seen as an important potential solution, not to mention an enlargement of species
habitat. And perhaps because I am a teacher, I also question the reduced perceived efficacy for
education. UNESCO adds credence to my opinion by saying ‘education is crucial… It helps people
understand and address the impacts of the climate crisis, empowering them with the knowledge, skills,
values and attitudes needed to act as agents of change’ (Education for climate action, 2021).
Due to an erroneous setting on the google form (response validation should have been used to
limit answers to three), it was not possible to conduct reliable correlation tests between these
questions and others.
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Survey 2 Findings (ACEBDF2)
One hundred and eleven students were present both times the surveys were administered. For
the following observations, only those students’ answers were included.

How Important is CC?
One hundred and two students (91.90%) agreed this time that CC was important to some
extent (Md = 4, IQR = 0).

Table 22
Importance of CC, (N=111)
importance 1-4

ƒ

%

cƒ

percentile

4

88

79.28

111

100.00

3

14

12.61

23

20.72

2

5

4.50

9

8.11

1

4

3.60

4

3.60

These results appear somewhat higher than those for the first survey (4 = 66.94%, 3 = 19.83%, 2 =
7.44%, 1 = 5.78%), but a Wilcoxon signed rank test found that the importance of CC was not
significantly different in the second survey (M = 3.68 , N = 111) compared to before (M = 3.48 , N =
111), z = -1.82 , p = .068.
Too Late to do Anything
Thirty five percent of students agreed to some extent that it was now too late to do anything
about climate change (Md = 2 , IQR = 1), as opposed to 19.01% in the first survey.
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Table 23
To what extent do you agree or disagree that it is too late to do anything about CC? (N=111)
lateness 1-4

ƒ

%

cƒ

percentile

4

7

6.31

111

100.00

3

32

28.83

104

93.69

2

47

42.34

72

64.86

1

25

22.52

25

22.52

In the first survey 4.96% of students agreed strongly with this statement, increasing to 6.31% in the
second survey (+27.22%). 14.05% agreed somewhat, rising to 28.83% (+105.20%). 47.93% disagreed
somewhat, decreasing to 42.34% (-11.66%), and 33.06% strongly disagreed, decreasing to 22.52%
(-31.88%). A Wilcoxon signed rank test found agreement with the statement had risen significantly
from the first survey (M = 1.92 , N = 111) to the second (M = 2.19 , N = 111), z = -2.78 , p = .005.
How Dangerous is CC?
A statistically significant increase in student perceptions of danger was found between the
two surveys (Md = 4, IQR = 1).

Table 24
How dangerous is CC? (N=111)
Danger 1-4

ƒ

%

cƒ

percentile

4

81

73.97

111

100.00

3

25

22.52

30

27.03

2

3

2.70

5

4.50

1

2

1.80

2

1.80

Students selecting the top level of danger increased 13.29%. Students selecting the second highest
level increased 0.94%. Students selecting the third level decreased -67.31%, and students selecting the
lowest level of danger decreased -56.42%. A Wilcoxon signed rank test confirmed that change in
perception of danger was significant between the first survey (M = 3.48, N = 111) and second survey
(M = 3.67 , N = 111), z = -2.44 , p = .015.
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How Hopeful Do You Feel?
Hope in our ability to solve or limit the impacts of CC did not change significantly (Md = 2,
IQR = 1).

Table 25
How hopeful do you feel in our ability to limit or solve CC? (N=111)
Hope 1-4

ƒ

%

cƒ

percentile

4

3

2.70%

111

100.00

3

34

30.63%

108

97.30

2

62

55.86%

74

66.67

1

12

10.81%

12

10.81

The greatest extent of hope declined -53.37%. The next level of hope declined -15.76%. The third
level of hope increased 35.19%. The lowest level of hope decreased by -34.60%. A Wilcoxon signed
rank test found these changes were not statistically significant between the first survey (M = 2.34, N =
111) and the second one (M = 2.25, N = 111), z = -1.07, p = .283.
Accuracy of Student Climate Change Knowledge
Student accuracy increased on all questions. A paired samples T-test discovered a highly
significant difference and a strong effect size between the means of the first survey overall score (M =
4.79, SD = 2.18, N = 111) and the second survey (M = 7.09, SD = 1.87, N = 111 ), t (110) = -11.16, p =
<.001, Cohen’s d = 2.17.
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Figure 17
Average scores on CC knowledge questions in the second survey
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Figure 18
Comparison of average scores between the first and second surveys (questions 31, 32, 33, 34 & 36 in
survey 1)

For question 35 (which asked students to identify the correct six impacts from a list of ten), an
independent samples T-test found that means were significantly different for the first survey (M = 2.27
, SD = 1.63 , N = 111) and second (M = 3.03 , SD = 1.43 , N = 111), with a large effect size (t (110) =
-4.66, p = <.001, Cohen’s d = 1.71).
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Figure 19
Comparison of average scores for correct climate impacts (question 35 in survey 1)

Comparison of Effective and Preferred CC Solutions Across the Two Surveys
Fifty six students (50.45%) correctly completed the questions asking for most effective and
most personally preferred CC solutions across both surveys. An exact McNemar’s test determined that
there was a significant decrease in perceived effectiveness of hybrid and electric cars between survey
one (M = .36, SD = .48, N = 56) and survey two (M = .18, SD = .39, N = 56 ), p = .041. An exact
McNemar’s test also found a significant decrease in perceived effectiveness of recycling between
survey one (M = .43 , SD = .50, N= 56) and survey two (M = .14 , SD = .35, N = 56), p = <.001.
However, the effectiveness of voting for politicians who care about the issue was found to be
significantly higher in the second survey (M = .11 , SD = .31 , N = 56 ) compared to the first (M = .25,
SD = .44 , N = 56), p = .021. Exact McNemar tests found no other significant changes in perceived
effectiveness between the two surveys although small increases were seen with many of the measures
(see figure 20).
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Figure 20
Comparison of perceived effectiveness of CC measures across the two surveys (N= 56)

Exact McNemar tests found no statistically significant changes in the willingness of students to adopt
or support CC measures across the two surveys.
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Figure 21
Comparison of willingness to adopt or support CC measures across the two surveys (N= 56)

Comparison of Effective and Preferred CC Solutions
When the effectiveness of solutions was compared to willingness to adopt or support those
solutions in the second survey, the following differences were found. Where the difference is a
positive value students gave a higher score for effectiveness than for extent they would support or
adopt the measure; where a score is negative, students gave a higher score for willingness to adopt or
support than effectiveness.
Perceived as Effective but Less Willing to Support. The top three measures in this category
were renewables (+4.90% difference), new laws (+7.77% difference), and stopping fossil fuel
extraction and use (+8.04% difference). A comparison with the first survey can be seen in the
following table (table 26), where it can be seen that the anomaly between effectiveness and
willingness to support/adopt new laws and stopping the use of fossil fuels widened, whilst the
anomaly with renewables contracted slightly.
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Table 26
Comparison of top three effectiveness /willingness to support anomalies in both surveys
Survey 1
difference

Survey 2
difference

new laws

2.99%

7.77%

stop fossil fuels

4.81%

8.04%

renewables

5.01%

4.90%

Note. These were the same top three anomalies in both surveys.

Perceived as Less Effective but More Willing to Support. The top three measures in this
category were public transport (-2.84% difference), education (-6.31% difference), and recycling
(-10.30% difference). A comparison of the anomaly between a higher willingness to adopt or support,
and a lower perceived efficacy in survey one is shown in the following table (table 27). With the top
three anomalies found in both surveys (education and recycling), it can be seen that the anomaly
widened for both.

Table 27
More willing to support / adopt than perceived efficacy (both surveys)
survey 1
difference

survey 2
difference

forestation

-3.32%

-2.36

education

-3.75%

-6.31%

recycling

-4.20%

-10.30%

-1.03

-2.84%

public transport

Note. Education and recycling were among the top three anomalies in both surveys. Forestation was in
the top three in survey one, whilst public transport was only in the top three in survey two.
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Figure 22
Comparison of effectiveness and willingness to adopt or support CC measures in the 2nd survey (N=
111 )

Enjoyment of The Unit Compared to Two Previous Units This Year
Students rated their enjoyment of this unit compared to the two previous ones using the same
forced choice four point semantic differential scales. Students placed the CC unit in second place (M
= 2.86, SD = .08, Md = 3, IQR = 1 , N = 111 ), after the horror unit comparing excerpts from Dracula
and IT (M = 3, SD = .09, Md = 3 , IQR = 2 , N = 111), but in front of the first unit on bias and social
justice in The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian (M = 2.81, SD = .09, Md = 3 , IQR = 2 ).
There was no correlation between gender and enjoyment of the climate change unit.
On Monday, 11th April, students were again asked about their enjoyment of the unit after the
activism fair (see photos in appendix 5), on a 6 point forced choice semantic differential scale, and
then their enjoyment of the unit came out in first place (N = 109, M = 4.18). The mean score for Unit
1 (The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian) was 3.85, and the mean score for Unit 2 (Horror)
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was 4.13. When I asked how much they enjoyed the climate fair, the mean score was 4.65, higher than
any of the units overall.
Final Words by Students10
When asked if students had any further comments they would like to make about this unit, 62
students added a comment, of which 28 (45.16%) were unambiguously positive, for example ‘I loved
the Climate Change Unit’ or ‘I liked that we are creating our websites and activism projects which is
the first step of supporting climate change’; fourteen (22.58%) were mostly positive, but added
concerns or complaints about work load or unit activities, for example ‘Like the fact that we are
making people aware of Climate Change. What i didn't like was the fact we are still in school and not
out protesting about climate Change[sic]’. Five comments (8.06%) were mostly negative, but with a
mild positive element, eg. ‘Climate change unit was long and ı didn't enjoyed it but some facts made
me enjoy[sic]’, and seven comments (11.29%) were purely negative, eg. ‘Information that has become
propaganda and turned into a belief is always questioned by me’.

Comparative Discussion of the Two Surveys

The Importance of CC
Although statistically speaking, the overall importance of CC did not change as a result of this
unit, some changes in the data are noteworthy. The percentage of students claiming the least
importance remained about the same (at about eight percent), whilst the number of students stating
that the issue was of the highest importance (79.28%) increased at the expense of the equivocal
options, especially the second highest importance. A UNDP survey (entitled The People’s Climate
Vote) in 2021 of about half a million under eighteen year-olds across fifty countries found that 64%
judged CC to be an emergency, whilst this figure rose to 73% in Turkey, so we can say our student
body is above average globally in terms of CC concern, but somewhat lower than average Turkish
teenagers. Perhaps therefore, increasing CC concern is not a necessary objective of our unit. If
anything, as the next paragraph suggests, it may even be profitable to slant the unit even more towards
10

To hear more from Hisar students on this subject, please see three of their websites in Appendix H
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positive solutions since too much focus on the societal and ecological breakdown could be
counter-productive.
Too Late to do Anything
A statistically significant increase in students saying it was too late to do anything was
disappointing but intriguing. One possible reason for students to increasingly feel hopeless could be
that teaching about solutions which require lifestyle changes causes unpleasant cognitive dissonance
as desire for change comes into conflict with other values such as the desire to get ahead. In “The
Dragons of Inaction: Psychological Barriers That Limit Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation”
(2011), Robert Gifford classified this barrier under ‘sunk costs’ which are a group of barriers
ostensibly protecting someone from unnecessary disorder and personal goal disruption. If we consider
that one of the main goals of Hisar school is to achieve top international university places for its
students (80% of students were successful in getting offers from world top 50 universities last year),
then perhaps social ascendency, and its implied increased consumption (for example, more flights), is
a baked-in conclusion? Another reason could be that as the dramatic possible impacts of CC are better
understood, it becomes harder to create behavioural momentum (also a barrier noted by Gifford under
the ‘sunk costs’ category). For example, one student said, ‘Well before this unit I had no idea climate
change was this horrific’. Whereas we mostly assume a scientific deficit model is at play where new
information leads to changing behaviour, the psychological reality may be much more complex and
challenging.
The Danger of CC
In the first survey it was noted that two questions about ‘importance’ and ‘danger’ resulted in
roughly the same rates, however in comparing the two surveys it is seen that, whilst importance did
not significantly change, perceived danger did. Students who felt that CC represented lower levels of
danger decreased by 67% (‘2’) and 56% (‘1’). I regard this as a success of the unit, but note that
increased danger would probably need to be matched with increased hope in order to foster
pro-environmental action.
Hope in the Future
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Levels of student hope did not change in a statistically significant manner between the two
surveys, and whilst this is disappointing, at least levels did not decline. Looking at the percentages in
detail, there was a moderate decrease in the percentage of students claiming the highest level of hope
(-53.37%), and a moderate increase in students claiming the second to lowest level (+35.19%). The
second highest level and the very lowest level both decreased somewhat (-15.76% and -34.60%
respectively). One reason for this may be that the unit exposed students to a future possible reality
darker than expected, and thus hope was suppressed. Perhaps when students learn that large global
emitters such as China and the USA control the agenda and rate of progress, they also feel less
enfranchised. A further complication was that students were repeatedly told that solutions are mostly
systemic thus requiring government action and beyond the direct influence of consumers. This may
have made students feel powerless to some extent, as in fact, they are. For example the Carbon
Disclosure Project’s (CDP) Carbon Majors Report (2017) revealed that just one hundred companies
are responsible for 70% of emissions, and none of these companies were Turkish. One solution was
proposed by Keller et al (2019): when teaching climate change, collaborate with outside climate
experts adept at facing existential threats, but still finding the strength and hope to act. For me this is
now a primary goal for the improvement of the unit.
Accuracy of Student CC Knowledge
This study showed a clear impact on basic CC knowledge, such as the greatest amount of
heating the IPCC recommends. As such there is a clear answer to my first research question: the unit
did lead to a statistically improved knowledge of the causes, impacts (and perhaps to a lesser degree)
solutions of CC. Analysis of the first survey revealed that accuracy of CC knowledge was correlated
positively with perceptions of how important the issue was—the more students knew about the issue,
the more important they thought it was. This could imply evidence for my second research question
(does increased knowledge lead to increased willingness to act?) if we accept that increased perceived
importance leads to environmental action. With knowledge of all the psychological barriers to
environmental action, I am inclined to believe such a hypothesis would be naive, and in fact, no
statistically significant change was noted in willingness to adopt or support solutions between the two
surveys.
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CC Solutions Students Believe to be Effective, and those they Would Personally Adopt or
Support
Significant Changes in Perceived Effectiveness
Statistically significant declines in perceived effectiveness of two CC solutions were seen
between the two surveys: the use of electric or hybrid cars, and recycling. Again this may be
connected to feelings of lower self efficacy (which Gifford classifies as a barrier to action under the
label of ‘limited cognition’), and several parts of the unit may have contributed to such feelings, such
as highlighting the gap between CC targets and action in different countries. A legitimate question to
ask in Turkey is, if Russia and Saudi Arabia are not making significant reforms, what would be the
point of making possibly difficult and certainly sometimes unattractive changes in Turkey? In all
honesty, that is a hard question to answer. It may also again be connected to students realising the
problems are mainly systemic, and when we see that perceived effectiveness of voting increased
significantly, this hypothesis could be said to have some traction.
Significant Changes in Willingness to Adopt or Support
No significant changes were found to the extent students would adopt or support solutions.
This may be taken as evidence for the null hypothesis in answer to my second research question about
whether increased awareness translates into increased willingness to act.
Anomalies Between Efficacy and Willingness to Adopt or Support
More Effective but Less Willing
Where students indicated they believed a certain measure was effective and yet were less
likely to actually adopt or support that measure it could be hypothesised that students do not know
how to adopt or support that measure, or felt they were unable to adopt or support that measure. The
greatest anomalies in the first and second survey were the same: new laws, stopping the use of fossil
fuels, and renewables. One simple explanation could be that these structural changes felt too out of
reach for teenagers. Creating new laws is clearly outside of the influence of a teenager, and they may
not know how they can support reform in this area. Another potential correlation could be the low
trust in government the first survey discovered. Looking at the means closely, it is clear that students
did not become less willing to adopt or support, but rather that they came to perceive the effectiveness
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of the measure more highly. Teaching students about the importance of systemic solutions or the role
of the Paris Agreement may be contributory factors. With the cessation of fossil fuels the pattern was
slightly more emphatic: effectiveness of the measure increased whilst willingness also decreased.
Perhaps students interpreted this solution as being in conflict with aspirational values as Gifford
found. With renewable energy, the anomaly decreased, although overall effectiveness and willingness
declined. I feel the unit will need to explore practical solutions in more detail at the same time as
attempting to address psychological barriers to action that may be relevant to our student body.
Less Effective but More Willing
The two most striking anomalies between efficacy and willingness were seen with education,
and recycling, where for both, students were willing to adopt or support, but had lower perceptions of
effectiveness. With education students felt that it was less effective in the second survey than the first,
but their willingness to support the measure increased. Perhaps learning about CC reinforced the
impression that education is a suitable activity for them to engage in? Anecdotally as students have
been preparing for their final project fair, I have found myself asking several groups why they wish to
educate other students rather than, say, document some simple changes to their own lifestyle, and then
perhaps switch to an educational or informational mode? Could education itself by a means of
avoiding the problem, and be seen by students as a safe option? I am tempted to see their relatively
lower assessment of the efficacy of education as confirmation of this. With recycling, their assessment
of effectiveness and their willingness declined over the two surveys. One possible reason for this
could be the strong anti-plastic messages that student research and presentations threw up. For
example, students were quick to highlight the large amount of plastics not being recycled (“A
Whopping 91 Percent of Plastic Isn’t Recycled” published in 2019 by nationalgeographic.com found
this figure to be 90%).
Consistently Unpopular Measures
When students rated measures as being ineffective it was not surprising that they also refused
to adopt or support these measures, but perhaps they were rating these solutions unfairly? Consistently
less popular measures were reducing meat consumption, nuclear power, direct action such as school
strikes, taking less flights, and international agreements. It could be argued convincingly that eating
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meat and being antinuclear are culturally sensitive in Turkey and thus harder for students to see past.
Meat and the ‘kebab’ are integral to Turkish cuisine, and fallout from the Chernobyl reactor accident
affected the Black Sea coastal areas in Turkey seriously, for example by decimating the hazelnut
export sector. Heavy handed treatment of protestors in Turkey may also be a cultural reason for not
supporting this measure, however by exploring the issue in more detail students learned that there
were many alternatives to skipping lessons, such as lunch time strikes, silent strikes, or co-ordinated
wearing of certain clothing to raise awareness. Reducing air travel may have been unpopular because
of the clash with social ascendency values as found by Gifford, and perhaps international agreements
were seen to be ineffective because students continually see strident and emotional criticisms of
leaders such as by Greta Thunberg? The unit may have added to this sense of international malaise by
showing students the uninspiring international situation via climate action tracker.org. Students seem
prone to the appeal to tradition, but must be helped to see that the past is not always a reliable
indicator of the future; just because international agreements have had a modest impact up to now,
obviously does not mean they will not grow in importance and efficacy.

Limitations and Other Project Considerations

There are several methodological limitations to this study. The first limitation was that this
study was purely focused on Hisar School grade 9 students, and results can not be generalised or
transferred to other settings. Research from several schools in various regions, both rural and urban,
including state and private schools so as to include all socio-economic groups, would be needed to
generalise about Turkish students per se.
A further limitation was the absence of prior research on climate change education in the
English language arts classroom. Reliable research in this area would have helped furnish me with
more high quality question sets, for example with strong Cronbach’s alpha values suggesting internal
consistency. As it was, I used the general ideas from my literature research along with the ideas of
colleagues to construct my surveys, and some of these had a weak Cronbach’s alpha rating, eg.
questions 15 and 16 of ACE1 (designed to test egalitarianism) have an alpha value of .064. Values are
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between 0 and 1 and should be above 0.65 to be rated ‘good’ (Goforth, 2015). One clear weakness of
the first survey was that in investigating so many different areas, the correlation and reliability of each
question was reduced. Either a longer survey with extended topic sets or a reduced number of topics
would create a more reliable survey with higher Cronbach alpha values.
Originally the bulk of the survey was designed with five point semantic differential scale
answers, but after reading Action Research in Education, I decided to switch these to ‘forced choice’
four point scales. On reflection, I feel the lower range of possible responses may have over simplified
the data. A six point scale would have allowed for more nuanced answers and analysis.
Although I worked hard to learn appropriate statistical tests and how to interpret them with
IBM SPSS, I found that the complexity of some questions was beyond my ability to analyse fully, a
problem compounded by my failure to validate checkbox responses in the first surveys, leading to a
large number of responses that I had to reject. A more thorough statistical analysis coupled with more
reliable question sets on an elongated scale would improve this study significantly in my opinion.
There was also an issue with administration of the second survey which may have affected
responses. I forgot to distribute the Turkish translation for the second survey. The second survey was
almost identical to the first survey, but significantly shorter, so I do not feel this would have created a
serious issue. Students were able to ask me questions during the survey, although I cannot be sure that
comprehension was not adversely affected. On the other hand, even if I did distribute a translation for
the first survey, I have no way of knowing whether students took the time to consult it, or merely
rushed through the survey.
Although student enjoyment of the Climate Change Unit was higher than the other units this
year, and the fair itself was judged more favourably than any of the units, there were teething
problems that clearly suppressed enjoyment scores. The venue was too small, cramped and noisy,
which many students commented on. The time allotted and the time of the week (Friday afternoon)
also meant time was insufficient. There was not enough time for some students to explain themselves
fully, not enough time for every group to be seen by at least two judges, and not enough time to
announce winners and tidy away satisfactorily. One student comment summarises the fair well: ‘I
think it was very fun but chaotic.’ Although this unit is now three years old, this was the first climate
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fair due to the pandemic, so I can confidently guess that this unit will be far more enjoyable and
successful next year. Perhaps our focus will have to be upgrading the other units so that they do not
seem too staid in contrast?
Throughout this study I have attempted to remain as objective as possible and question any
assumption that I may have arrived at for signs of bias. Discussing this project and its findings with
peers at school and through the peer review process have been helpful in this respect.

Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations for Further Study

Did the Unit Lead to a Statistically Significant Difference in Awareness in Our Grade 9 Cohort
of the Causes, Impacts and Solutions to Climate Change?
The second survey showed a statistically significant increase and strong effect (Cohen’s d =
2.17) in the proportion of correct answers. In the first survey administered at the beginning of the unit,
before any teaching or activities on this topic, student knowledge was noticeably weak whenever the
answer was based on data. Only 15.70% of students knew that the Earth has warmed just over one
degree Celsius since 1880 for example, and only 16.53% of students knew what maximum heating the
IPCC recommends. In the second survey 75.68% of students knew the correct extent of heating since
1880, and 63.06% of students knew that the IPCC recommended we not surpass 1.5–2 degrees Celsius
of warming. When students were asked about the extent of consensus between scientists as to the
causes of CC, originally 49.59% of students correctly answered there was little debate, whilst in the
second survey 74.77% answered correctly. One question asked students whether CC was happening
now or would happen in the future: for survey one, 90.90% of students answered correctly, but for
survey two, this percentage rose to 99.10%. When students were asked to correctly identify impacts of
CC from a list including some erroneous pieces of information (eg. the end of all life on Earth), the
mean correct answer rose from 2.27 to 3.03.
Did this Increased Knowledge Lead to an Increased Willingness to Act or Not?
My second research question is harder to judge since I have no way of knowing whether
students really take or will take pro-environmental action, and whether that action is well conceived or
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effective. One student’s comment in their unit pack illustrates exactly the effect I am hoping for—an
awareness of the threats, but a determination to address them: ‘This information makes me feel
threathened [sic], fear and anxiety washes all over me. However, at the same time, I feel like taking
action immediately, and do [sic] something about it. It clearly shows how urgent this topic is’.
If one looks at the correlation between CC knowledge and perceived importance of the issue
established in survey one, one may be tempted to assert some mild evidence for this hypothesis, and
the increased perception of danger (though not strangely of importance) found in survey two may also
lend some credence to this assertion; however, willingness to adopt or support any solutions did not
increase significantly, and one may wonder if significant ‘dragons of inaction’ (see Robert Gifford’s
2011 article “Psychological Barriers That Limit Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation”) may be
at work, also suggested by the dramatic increase in students reporting it is too late to do anything
about CC (strong agreement rising from 4.96% to 6.31%, a 27.22% increase, and moderate agreement
rising from 14.05% to 28.83%, a 105.20% increase).
What Other Socio-Economic Factors were Related to Willingness to Act Pro-Environmentally?
Gender
Similar to other studies, for example Hermans and Korhonen (2017), some notable
differences between the genders were observed. Females were more likely to have acted
pro-environmentally in the past, and were more likely to describe themselves in egalitarian terms.
However they were less likely to trust people in general which contradicts some previous studies that
claim trusting outlooks correlate to pro-environmental behaviour (eg. Ojala, 2013). One solution, also
proposed by Ojala, is essentially how the non-fiction texts part of our unit finishes, by framing the
issue for less egalitarian students (somewhat more likely to be males) in more economic terms.
Happiness
Happier students were found to be more hopeful about CC, and the most frequent reason
given for students feeling happy was the quality of close relationships with friends and family.
Perhaps having loving relationships built on trust and respect helps us to avoid the selfish actions that
Gifford says can result from uncertainty? In any case, whilst many educators believe that learning
benefits from strong and positive relationships between teachers and students, it seems that these
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relationships may also inspire hope and resilience. Since this assertion is necessarily speculative, more
research could usefully be focused on correlations between student relationships with family and
teaching staff, and hope in the future.
Trust
Trust in international organisations such as the UN and scientists both correlated to belief in
the importance of this issue. Perhaps there may be some cross-over with the extent of egalitarianism
here since Ojala (2013) found a correlation between egalitarianism and trust in science. Future studies
could research any link in our students between the extent of egalitarianism and trust in scientists and
experts.
The Value of Nature
Just as previous studies have suggested (eg. Higde et al, 2017), there was a correlation
between enjoying nature and the importance of CC. Although Hisar school is situated in one of the
world’s most urban and dense metropolises, it does benefit from being located near Belgrad forest.
Perhaps more clubs and activities could take advantage of this proximity both in order to stimulate
environmental awareness, and also to counter the lack of outside space the school suffers from.
Belief that Natural Disasters in Turkey are Related to CC
If students believed that environmental disasters occuring in Turkey were related to CC, they
tended to take the issue more seriously. However the limitations of the Turkish media clearly have an
impact on student perceptions. For example, during the fires of 2021, many media narratives avoided
mentioning CC whatsoever, preferring to focus on more easily understood culprits such as terrorists,
or naughty school boys setting their text books on fire. Gifford identifies the tendency of humans to
focus on immediate dangers and find explanations concerning the present time as ‘ancient brain’
under his ‘limited cognition’ schema. For example, the TRT article “Why is the PKK suspected to
have caused wildfires in Turkey?” (30 July 2021), makes not one mention of CC or GW, but perhaps
there are darker reasons to explain this media angle? A cynic could suggest that government
sponsored messages of terrorism are intended to distract attention form inadequate climate policy,
notably a continuing planned reliance on coal. These narratives found their way into our classrooms
where students would repeat these ideas, clearly with the intention of questioning the scientific
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consensus. These conspiracies were also sometimes accompanied by other logical fallacies. For
example, when shown contrarian views and maps of the fires all around the Mediterranean, one
student responded that the website was foreign and therefore unreliable!
Better Knowledge Correlates with Increased Appreciation of Importance
Students that had better awareness of CC facts, rated the issue as being more important. This
seems to be a straightforward endorsement of climate change education (CCE), although there are
very legitimate questions about whether importance translates into action.
Previous Action
Students who had engaged in previous environmental action had more hope, and intriguingly,
better knowledge. This suggests to me that CCE must be experiential and project focused, since if we
can coax students into action, we may equip them with more hope and resilience. Further investigation
could be done into attitudes of our students after the climate fair, to see if their activism, and
enjoyment of each other’s activism projects, did in fact create a more hopeful outlook?
Lazy, or Imprisoned by Dragons?
Previous studies by the likes of Hermans and Kohonen (2017) and Wu and Otsuku (2021)
have come to the conclusion that students often prefer solutions to the climate crisis that are low cost
and limited in impact, and whilst that may be borne out by this study as well, I feel Robert Gifford’s
insight into psychological barriers to climate action can help us see these teenagers as similar to
ourselves. Aren’t most of us afraid to be the first to act, when others may not pull their weight? Don’t
most of us struggle to create momentum for meaningful behavioural change, and then sustain it? And
at some level, don’t most of us distrust others, especially our leaders, whether they be elected or not?
With more awareness of these psychological barriers and the concomitant empathy it entails, I hope to
produce an even better version of this unit that inspires more hope and change.
I would like to give the final words to one of my students:
‘I learned that climate change has started to affect us right now. I also learned that even
though the people who are rich and powerful can make the largest difference when it comes to climate
change we can still do our part by voting for the best poloticians [sic] for our country. If we come
together we can make a change.’
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Appendix A
Correlation For Surveys

1

1. What is your
gender?

2

3

4

5

6

✓

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓

19

20

21

✓✓

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

✓✓✓✓

2. What is your
class?

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

2s

✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓ X
✓

3. How many
cars does your
household have?

✓✓✓

✓

✓✓✓

X

4. How many of
those cars have a
hybrid (petrol /
diesel + electric)
engine?

✓✓✓

✓

✓✓✓

X

5. How many of
those cars have
an electric
engine?

✓✓✓

✓

✓✓✓

X

✓

✓✓✓✓

X

Section 2 General
6. How happy
are you with
your life at the
moment?

✓

7. Give one
reason for your
answer above

X

8. When you get
a bad score in an
exam, (or
something does
not go to plan),
which statement
best describes
what you do
next.

✓

✓

✓

X

9. Thinking
about difficult
times in your
life, which of the
following best
describes how
you feel

✓

✓

✓

X

10. How honest
do you think
most people are?

✓

✓

✓

✓✓ X

11. How much
do you trust
your school and
teachers?

✓

✓

✓

✓✓ X
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12. How much
do you trust the
Turkish
government?

✓

✓

✓

✓✓ X

13. How much
do you trust
International
Organisations
like the United
Nations?

✓

✓

✓

✓✓ X

14. How much
do you trust the
scientific
community?

✓

✓

✓

✓✓ X

15. To what
extent do you
agree that all
people are equal
and deserve
equal rights and
opportunities?

✓

✓✓✓

✓

X

16. Do you think
the minimum
wage should go
up, stay the
same, or go
down?

✓

✓✓✓

✓

X

17. If you think
the Minimum
Wage should
change- please
tell me the
figure or number
(without the TL
or TRY letters),
eg. 4249, or
4251...

✓

✓✓✓

✓

X

✓

X

✓

X

✓

X

Section 3 The Environmentand Climate Change
18. How
important is it
for you to get
away from the
city and enjoy
nature?

✓

19. Have you
ever experienced
an
environmental
disaster such as
flooding or
wildfires?
20. To what
extent do you
think floods and
wildfires in
Turkey in 2021
were connected
to climate
change?

✓
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21. How
important is
Climate Change
as a problem?

✓

✓✓✓✓

✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓

✓✓✓

✓✓✓✓✓✓

✓

22. How often
does this topic
come up in
school lessons?

✓

X

23. How often
does this topic
come up in
conversation
with friends?

✓

X

24. How often
does this topic
come up in your
family?

✓

X

25. To what
extent do you
agree or disagree
that - "it is too
late to do
anything about
Climate
Change"?

✓

✓✓✓✓

✓

✓

26. How
dangerous do
you think
climate change
is?

✓

✓✓✓✓

✓

✓

27. How hopeful
do you feel
about our ability
to solve, or limit
Climate
Change?

✓

✓✓✓✓

✓

✓

28. Have you
ever taken action
to help solve
climate change?

✓

✓

✓✓✓✓✓✓✓

✓

✓

✓✓✓✓✓✓

X

29. If you
answered yes to
the last question,
please explain

X

30. What are the
top three
solutions to
Climate Change
in your opinion?
(These can be
individual
actions or things
done by society
or government)

✓✓ X

Section 4 Awareness Questions
31. Since 1880
the average
✓
global

✓

✓

✓
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temperature
has32. To what
extent do
climate
scientists agree
with each
other that
humans are
causing
Climate
✓
Change?

✓

✓

✓

33. What is
causing
Climate
Change?

✓

✓

✓

✓

34. What level
of heating do
experts
recommend
we try to stay
✓
below?

✓

✓

✓

35. Climate
Change causes
which of the
following (tick
all that apply) ✓

✓

✓

✓

36. Climate
Change is
something that
✓
will happen-

✓

✓

✓

Section 5 Usefulness and Willingness
37. How can we
solve Climate
Change? Choose
3 actions that
you think are
most effective.

✓

✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓

✓

✓

38. Which three
actions are YOU
most willing to
do or support?

✓

✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓

✓

✓
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Appendix B
Turkish Translation For Survey ACE1

About You
1

Cinsiyetiniz?
K/E

2

Sınıfınız?
A/C/E

3

Evinizdeki araba sayısı?
0/1/2/3/ / Daha fazla

4

Arabalarınızın kaç tanesi hibrit motora sahip? (benzin / dizel + electrik)
0/1/2/3/ /Daha fazla

5

Arabalarınızın kaç tanesi elektrikli motora sahip?
0/1/2/3/ / Daha fazla

General
6

Hayatınızdan ne kadar mutlusunuz?

7

Yukarıdaki cevabınız için TEK BİR NEDEN yazınız.

8

Sınav sonucunuz düşük geldiğinde (veya bir şey planlandığı gibi gitmediğinde), bir sonraki aşamada yapacak
olduğunuzu en iyi anlatan cümle aşağıdakilerden hangisidir?
A/ Neyin yanlış gittiğini detaylı olarak incelerim, örn: kağıdıma bakmak için öğretmenimle görüşürüm
B/ Kendimi mutlu edecek birşey yaparak konuyu unutmaya çalışırım
C/ Problemi çözemesem de, başarısızlıktan ders çıkarırım.

9

Hayatınızdaki zor zamanları düşündüğünüzde, aşağıdakilerden hangisi nasıl hissettiğinizi en iyi özetler?
A/ Her problem bir fırsattır.
B/ Hayatın getirdiği problemler beni sıklıkla strese sokar.
C/ Problemlere kafa yormayarak, iyimser kalmaya çalışırım.

10

İnsanların çoğunlukla ne kadar dürüst olduğunu düşünürsünüz?

11

Okulunuza ve öğretmenlerinize ne kadar güveniyorsunuz?

12

Türkiye Cumhuriyeti Hükümetine ne kadar güveniyorsunuz?
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13

Uluslararası örgütlere ne kadar güvenirsiniz? ( örn: Birleşmiş Milletler)

14

Bilim insanlarına ne kadar güvenirsiniz?

15

Bütün insanların eşit olduğuna, eşit hakları ve fırsatları hakettiğine ne derecede inanıyorsunuz?
BİLGİ: İstanbul’da ortalama aylık maaş 9833 TL’dir.
Ortalama kira 3500 TL’dir.
2022 yılı için aylık net asgari ücret 4250 TL’dir.

16

Sizce aylık asgari ücret artmalı mı? Aynı mı kalmalı? Azalmalı mıdır?
A/ Artmalı
B/ Aynı kalmalı
C/ Azalmalı

17

Asgari ücretin değişmesini istiyorsanız, yeni ücretin ne olması gerektiğini (sonuna TL ve TRY koymadan) rakam
değeri ile yazar mısınız lütfen? Örn: 4249 veya 4251 gibi

Environment and Climate Change
18

Şehirden uzaklaşıp, doğanın tadını çıkarmak sizin için ne kadar önemlidir?

19

Sel veya orman yangını gibi çevresel bir afet yaşamışlığınız var mıdır?
A/ Evet, çevresel bir afet deneyimim oldu.
B/ Hayır, çevresel bir afete maruz kalmadım.
C/ Emin değilim

20

2021 yılında Türkiye’de meydana gelen orman yangınları sizce ne ölçüde iklim değişikliği ile bağlantılıydı?

21

İklim değişikliği sizce ne derece önemli bir problemdir?

22

Bu konu, okuldaki derslerinizde ne sıklıkta karşınıza çıkıyor?

23

Bu konu, arkadaş sohbetlerinde ne sıklıkta konuşuluyor?

24

Bu konu, ailenizde ne sıklıkta konuşuluyor?

25

“İklim değişikliği konusunda bir şeyler yapmak için çok geç” söylemine ne derece katılıyorsunuz veya
katılmıyorsunuz?

26

Sizce iklim değişikliği ne kadar tehlikelidir?

27

İklim değişikliğini çözebilme / yavaşlatabilme yeterliliğimiz konusunda ne kadar umutlusunuz?

28

Şimdiye kadar, iklim değişikliğini çözmek adına hiç bir aksiyonda bulundunuz mu?
A/ Evet
B/ Hayır
C/ Bir aksiyon almak isterim ancak ne yapacağımı bilmiyorum

29

Eğer yukarıdaki soruya evet cevabı verdiyseniz, ne yaptığınızı lütfen açıklayın.
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30

Size göre iklim değişikliğinin en etkili üç çözümü nedir? (Bunlar bireysel, toplumsal veya hükümetler tarafından
alınan aksiyonlar olabilir)

Awareness Questions
31

1880’den bu yana küresel sıcaklık ortalaması…
A/ Düştü
B/ Aynı kaldı
C/ 1 ℃ yükseldi
D/ 2 ℃ yükseldi
E/ 3 ℃ yükseldi
F/ Emin değilim

32

Bilim insanları iklim değişikliğine insanoğlunun sebep olduğu konusunda ne ölçüde hem fikirlerdir?
A/ Konu hala tartışmaya açıktır - Bilim insanları iklim değişikliğine neyin sebep olduğu konusunda hala birbirleriyle
aynı fikirde değillerdir.
B/ Çok ciddi fikir ayrılığı yoktur - çoğu bilim insanı iklim değişikliğine insanoğlunun sebep olduğundan emindir.
C/ Emin değilim

33

İklim değişikliğine sebep olan şey nedir?
İklim sürekli değişmektedir
Güneş
Yanardağlar
Gaz karışımları, çoğunlukla karbondioksit gazı (CO2)
Okyanuslar, özellikle Atlas Okyanusu
İklim değişikliği diye birşey yoktur
Emin değilim

34

Uzmanların geçmememiz gerektiğini söyledikleri küresel ısınma seviyesi hangisidir?

35

A/ 1.5 ℃–2 ℃
B/ 2.5 ℃ –3 ℃
C/ 3.5 ℃–4 ℃
D/ 4.5℃–5 ℃
E/ 5.5 ℃–6 ℃
F/ Emin değilim
İklim değişikliği aşağıdakilerden hangilerine sebep olur? (uyanları işaretleyin lütfen)
deniz seviyelerinde yükselme
hayvanların evrimle adaptasyon geliştirmesi
daha kuvvetli fırtınalar
daha iyi tarım / daha bol bitki & gıda
daha az içilebilir su
daha fazla tropik hastalık - sıtma vb
daha fazla mülteci
yeryüzündeki tüm yaşamların sonu
daha fazla orman yangını
daha az yağmur
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36

İklim değişikliği…
A/ gelecekte olacak bir şeydir
B/ halihazırda meydana gelmektedir
C/ Emin değilim

Usefulness and Willingness
37

İklim değişikliğini nasıl çözebiliriz? En etkili çözüm olacağını düşündüğünüz 3 aksiyonu seçiniz.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

38

Daha az et yemek
Nükleer enerji
Okul grevleri (öğrencilerin belli sürelerle okula gitmeyi reddetmeleri) gibi direkt aksiyonlar
Yenilenebilir enerji (güneş enerjisi vb)
Bu konuya önem veren politikacılara oy vermek
Eğitim ve bilgi paylaşımı
Daha fazla toplu taşıma kullanmak
Nüfuz sahibi kimselerle ( politikacılar vb) kontağa geçmek
Ağaç dikmek / ormansızlaşmayı engellemek
Daha fazla veya daha etkin geri dönüşüm
Çevre vergileri veya başka teşvik sistemleri
Daha az yeni ürün satın almak örn: ikinci el kıyafet almak
Hibrit veya elektrikli araba kullanmak
Uluslararası anlaşmalar ( Paris Anlaşması vb.)
Daha az uçak kullanmak
Hükümetçe koyulacak yeni yasalar
Fosil yakıtların çıkarılmasının ve yakılmasının engellenmesi

Hangi 3 aksiyonu hayata geçirmek veya desteklemek için isteklisiniz?
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Daha az et yemek
Nükleer enerji
Okul grevleri (öğrencilerin belli sürelerle okula gitmeyi reddetmeleri) gibi direkt aksiyonlar
Yenilenebilir enerji (güneş enerjisi vb)
Bu konuya önem veren politikacılara oy vermek
Eğitim ve bilgi paylaşımı
Daha fazla toplu taşıma kullanmak
Nüfuz sahibi kimselerle ( politikacılar vb) kontağa geçmek
Ağaç dikmek / ormansızlaşmayı engellemek
Daha fazla veya daha etkin geri dönüşüm
Çevre vergileri veya başka teşvik sistemleri
Daha az yeni ürün satın almak örn: ikinci el kıyafet almak
Hibrit veya elektrikli araba kullanmak
Uluslararası anlaşmalar ( Paris Anlaşması vb.)
Daha az uçak kullanmak
Hükümetçe koyulacak yeni yasalar
Fosil yakıtların çıkarılmasının ve yakılmasının engellenmesi
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Appendix C
Turkish Translation For Survey BDF1

About You
1

Cinsiyetiniz?
K/E

2

Sınıfınız?
A/C/E

3

Evinizdeki araba sayısı?
0/1/2/3/ / Daha fazla

4

Arabalarınızın kaç tanesi hibrit motora sahip? (benzin / dizel + electrik)
0/1/2/3/ /Daha fazla

5

Arabalarınızın kaç tanesi elektrikli motora sahip?

0/1/2/3/ / Daha fazla

General
6

Hayatınızdaki zor zamanları düşündüğünüzde, aşağıdakilerden hangisi nasıl hissettiğinizi en iyi özetler?
A/ Hayatın getirdiği problemler beni sıklıkla strese sokar.
B/ Problemlere kafa yormayarak, iyimser kalmaya çalışırım.
C/ Her problem bir fırsattır.

7

Sınav sonucunuz düşük geldiğinde (veya bir şey planlandığı gibi gitmediğinde), bir sonraki aşamada yapacak
olduğunuzu en iyi anlatan cümle aşağıdakilerden hangisidir?
A/ Neyin yanlış gittiğini detaylı olarak incelerim, örn: kağıdıma bakmak için öğretmenimle görüşürüm
B/ Kendimi mutlu edecek birşey yaparak konuyu unutmaya çalışırım
C/ Problemi çözemesem de, başarısızlıktan ders çıkarırım.

8

Hayatınızdan ne kadar mutlusunuz?

9

Yukarıdaki cevabınız için TEK BİR NEDEN yazınız.

10

İnsanların çoğunlukla ne kadar dürüst olduğunu düşünürsünüz?

11

Bilim insanlarına ne kadar güvenirsiniz?

12

Uluslararası örgütlere ne kadar güvenirsiniz? ( örn: Birleşmiş Milletler)
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13

Türkiye Cumhuriyeti Hükümetine ne kadar güveniyorsunuz?

14

Okulunuza ve öğretmenlerinize ne kadar güveniyorsunuz?
BİLGİ: İstanbul’da ortalama aylık maaş 9833 TL’dir.
Ortalama kira 3500 TL’dir.
2022 yılı için aylık net asgari ücret 4250 TL’dir.

15

Sizce aylık asgari ücret artmalı mı? Aynı mı kalmalı? Azalmalı mıdır?
A/ Azalmalı
B/ Aynı kalmalı
C/ Artmalı

16

Asgari ücretin değişmesini istiyorsanız, yeni ücretin ne olması gerektiğini (sonuna TL ve TRY koymadan) rakam
değeri ile yazar mısınız lütfen? Örn: 4251 veya 4249 gibi

17

Bütün insanların eşit olduğuna, eşit hakları ve fırsatları hakettiğine ne derecede inanıyorsunuz?

Environment and Climate Change
18

Sel veya orman yangını gibi çevresel bir afet yaşamışlığınız var mıdır?
A/ Hayır, çevresel bir afete maruz kalmadım.
B/ Evet, çevresel bir afet deneyimim oldu.
C/ Emin değilim

19

Şehirden uzaklaşıp, doğanın tadını çıkarmak sizin için ne kadar önemlidir?

20

İklim değişikliği sizce ne derece önemli bir problemdir?

21

Bu konu, arkadaş sohbetlerinde ne sıklıkta konuşuluyor?

22

Bu konu, okuldaki derslerinizde ne sıklıkta karşınıza çıkıyor?

23

Bu konu, ailenizde ne sıklıkta konuşuluyor?

24

Sizce iklim değişikliği ne kadar tehlikelidir?

25

“İklim değişikliği konusunda bir şeyler yapmak için çok geç” söylemine ne derece katılmıyorsunuz veya
katılıyorsunuz?

26

İklim değişikliğini çözebilme / yavaşlatabilme yeterliliğimiz konusunda ne kadar umutlusunuz?

27

Şimdiye kadar, iklim değişikliğini çözmek adına hiç bir aksiyonda bulundunuz mu?
A/ Hayır
B/ Evet
C/ Bir aksiyon almak isterim ancak ne yapacağımı bilmiyorum

28

Eğer yukarıdaki soruya evet cevabı verdiyseniz, ne yaptığınızı lütfen açıklayın.

29

2021 yılında Türkiye’de meydana gelen orman yangınları sizce ne ölçüde iklim değişikliği ile bağlantılıydı?
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30

Size göre iklim değişikliğinin en etkili üç çözümü nedir? (Bunlar bireysel, toplumsal veya hükümetler tarafından
alınan aksiyonlar olabilir)

Awareness Questions
31

Bilim insanları iklim değişikliğine insanoğlunun sebep olduğu konusunda ne ölçüde hem fikirlerdir?
A/ Konu hala tartışmaya açıktır - Bilim insanları iklim değişikliğine neyin sebep olduğu konusunda hala birbirleriyle
aynı fikirde değillerdir.
B/ Çok ciddi fikir ayrılığı yoktur - çoğu bilim insanı iklim değişikliğine insanoğlunun sebep olduğundan emindir.
C/ Emin değilim

32

1880’den bu yana küresel sıcaklık ortalaması…
A/ Düştü
B/ Aynı kaldı
C/ 1 ℃ yükseldi
D/ 2 ℃ yükseldi
E/ 3 ℃ yükseldi
F/ Emin değilim

33

Uzmanların geçmememiz gerektiğini söyledikleri küresel ısınma seviyesi hangisidir?
A/ 5.5 ℃–6 ℃
B/ 4.5℃–5 ℃
C/ 3.5 ℃–4 ℃
D/ 2.5 ℃–3 ℃
E/ 1.5 ℃–2 ℃
F/ Emin değilim

34

İklim değişikliğine sebep olan şey nedir?

35

Okyanuslar, özellikle Atlas Okyanusu
İklim değişikliği diye birşey yoktur
Güneş
Gaz karışımları, çoğunlukla karbondioksit gazı (CO2)
İklim sürekli değişmektedir
Yanardağlar
Emin değilim
İklim değişikliği…
A/ halihazırda meydana gelmektedir
B/ gelecekte olacak bir şeydir
C/ Emin değilim

36

İklim değişikliği aşağıdakilerden hangilerine sebep olur? (uyanları işaretleyin lütfen)
yeryüzündeki tüm yaşamların sonu
daha az yağmur
daha az içilebilir su
daha iyi tarım / daha bol bitki & gıda
daha fazla mülteci
deniz seviyelerinde yükselme
daha kuvvetli fırtınalar
daha fazla orman yangını
daha fazla tropik hastalık - sıtma vb
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hayvanların evrimle adaptasyon geliştirmesi

Usefulness and Willingness
37

İklim değişikliğini nasıl çözebiliriz? En etkili çözüm olacağını düşündüğünüz 3 aksiyonu seçiniz.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

38

Fosil yakıtların çıkarılmasının ve yakılmasının engellenmesi
Daha az uçak kullanmak
Çevre vergileri veya başka teşvik sistemleri
Hibrit veya elektrikli araba kullanmak
Hükümetçe koyulacak yeni yasalar
Daha az yeni ürün satın almak örn: ikinci el kıyafet almak
Uluslararası anlaşmalar ( Paris Anlaşması vb.)
Ağaç dikmek / ormansızlaşmayı engellemek
Daha fazla veya daha etkin geri dönüşüm
Daha fazla toplu taşıma kullanmak
Okul grevleri (öğrencilerin belli sürelerle okula gitmeyi reddetmeleri) gibi direkt aksiyonlar
Nüfuz sahibi kimselerle ( politikacılar vb) kontağa geçmek
Yenilenebilir enerji (güneş enerjisi vb)
Bu konuya önem veren politikacılara oy vermek
Eğitim ve bilgi paylaşımı
Nükleer enerji
Daha az et yemek

Hangi 3 aksiyonu hayata geçirmek veya desteklemek için isteklisiniz?

● Fosil yakıtların çıkarılmasının ve yakılmasının engellenmesi
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Daha az uçak kullanmak
Çevre vergileri veya başka teşvik sistemleri
Hibrit veya elektrikli araba kullanmak
Hükümetçe koyulacak yeni yasalar
Daha az yeni ürün satın almak örn: ikinci el kıyafet almak
Uluslararası anlaşmalar ( Paris Anlaşması vb.)
Ağaç dikmek / ormansızlaşmayı engellemek
Daha fazla veya daha etkin geri dönüşüm
Daha fazla toplu taşıma kullanmak
Okul grevleri (öğrencilerin belli sürelerle okula gitmeyi reddetmeleri) gibi direkt aksiyonlar
Nüfuz sahibi kimselerle ( politikacılar vb) kontağa geçmek
Yenilenebilir enerji (güneş enerjisi vb)
Bu konuya önem veren politikacılara oy vermek
Eğitim ve bilgi paylaşımı
Nükleer enerji
Daha az et yemek
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Appendix D
Turkish Translation For Survey ACE2

About You
1

Sınıfınız?
A/C/E

Environment and Climate Change
2

İklim değişikliği sizce ne derece önemli bir problemdir?

3

“İklim değişikliği konusunda bir şeyler yapmak için çok geç” söylemine ne derece katılıyorsunuz veya
katılmıyorsunuz?

4

Sizce iklim değişikliği ne kadar tehlikelidir?

5

İklim değişikliğini çözebilme / yavaşlatabilme yeterliliğimiz konusunda ne kadar umutlusunuz?

Awareness Questions
6

1880’den bu yana küresel sıcaklık ortalaması…
A/ Düştü
B/ Aynı kaldı
C/ 1 ℃ yükseldi
D/ 2 ℃ yükseldi
E/ 3 ℃ yükseldi
F/ Emin değilim

7

Bilim insanları iklim değişikliğine insanoğlunun sebep olduğu konusunda ne ölçüde hem fikirlerdir?
A/ Konu hala tartışmaya açıktır - Bilim insanları iklim değişikliğine neyin sebep olduğu konusunda hala
birbirleriyle aynı fikirde değillerdir.
B/ Çok ciddi fikir ayrılığı yoktur - çoğu bilim insanı iklim değişikliğine insanoğlunun sebep olduğundan emindir.
C/ Emin değilim

8

İklim değişikliğine sebep olan şey nedir?
İklim sürekli değişmektedir
Güneş
Yanardağlar
Gaz karışımları, çoğunlukla karbondioksit gazı (CO2)
Okyanuslar, özellikle Atlas Okyanusu
İklim değişikliği diye birşey yoktur
Emin değilim

9

Uzmanların geçmememiz gerektiğini söyledikleri küresel ısınma seviyesi hangisidir?
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A/ 1.5 ℃–2 ℃
B/ 2.5 ℃–3 ℃
C/ 3.5 ℃–4 ℃
D/ 4.5℃ –5 ℃
E/ 5.5 ℃–6 ℃
F/ Emin değilim

10

İklim değişikliği aşağıdakilerden hangilerine sebep olur? (uyanları işaretleyin lütfen)
deniz seviyelerinde yükselme
hayvanların evrimle adaptasyon geliştirmesi
daha kuvvetli fırtınalar
daha iyi tarım / daha bol bitki & gıda
daha az içilebilir su
daha fazla tropik hastalık - sıtma vb
daha fazla mülteci
yeryüzündeki tüm yaşamların sonu
daha fazla orman yangını
daha az yağmur

11

İklim değişikliği…
A/ gelecekte olacak bir şeydir
B/ halihazırda meydana gelmektedir
C/ Emin değilim

Usefulness and Willingness
12

Hangi 3 aksiyonu hayata geçirmek veya desteklemek için isteklisiniz?
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

13

Daha az et yemek
Nükleer enerji
Okul grevleri (öğrencilerin belli sürelerle okula gitmeyi reddetmeleri) gibi direkt aksiyonlar
Yenilenebilir enerji (güneş enerjisi vb)
Bu konuya önem veren politikacılara oy vermek
Eğitim ve bilgi paylaşımı
Daha fazla toplu taşıma kullanmak
Nüfuz sahibi kimselerle ( politikacılar vb) kontağa geçmek
Ağaç dikmek / ormansızlaşmayı engellemek
Daha fazla veya daha etkin geri dönüşüm
Çevre vergileri veya başka teşvik sistemleri
Daha az yeni ürün satın almak örn: ikinci el kıyafet almak
Hibrit veya elektrikli araba kullanmak
Uluslararası anlaşmalar ( Paris Anlaşması vb.)
Daha az uçak kullanmak
Hükümetçe koyulacak yeni yasalar
Fosil yakıtların çıkarılmasının ve yakılmasının engellenmesi

Hangi 3 aksiyonu hayata geçirmek veya desteklemek için isteklisiniz?
●
●
●
●
●

Daha az et yemek
Nükleer enerji
Okul grevleri (öğrencilerin belli sürelerle okula gitmeyi reddetmeleri) gibi direkt aksiyonlar
Yenilenebilir enerji (güneş enerjisi vb)
Bu konuya önem veren politikacılara oy vermek
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

14
15
16
17

Eğitim ve bilgi paylaşımı
Daha fazla toplu taşıma kullanmak
Nüfuz sahibi kimselerle ( politikacılar vb) kontağa geçmek
Ağaç dikmek / ormansızlaşmayı engellemek
Daha fazla veya daha etkin geri dönüşüm
Çevre vergileri veya başka teşvik sistemleri
Daha az yeni ürün satın almak örn: ikinci el kıyafet almak
Hibrit veya elektrikli araba kullanmak
Uluslararası anlaşmalar ( Paris Anlaşması vb.)
Daha az uçak kullanmak
Hükümetçe koyulacak yeni yasalar
Fosil yakıtların çıkarılmasının ve yakılmasının engellenmesi

İklim Değişikliği ünitesi ne kadar beğendiniz?
Birinci ünitemizi (True Diary) ne kadar beğendiniz?
İkinci ünitemizi (Horror) ne kadar beğendiniz?
İklim Değişikliği ünitesi ile ilgili başka bir şey söylemek ister misiniz?
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Appendix E
Turkish Translation For Survey BDF2

About You
1

Sınıfınız?
B/D/F

Environment and climate Change
2

İklim değişikliği sizce ne derece önemli bir problemdir?

3

Sizce iklim değişikliği ne kadar tehlikelidir?

4

“İklim değişikliği konusunda bir şeyler yapmak için çok geç” söylemine ne derece katılmıyorsunuz veya
katılıyorsunuz?

5

İklim değişikliğini çözebilme / yavaşlatabilme yeterliliğimiz konusunda ne kadar umutlusunuz?

Awareness Questions
6

Bilim insanları iklim değişikliğine insanoğlunun sebep olduğu konusunda ne ölçüde hem fikirlerdir?
A/ Konu hala tartışmaya açıktır - Bilim insanları iklim değişikliğine neyin sebep olduğu konusunda hala
birbirleriyle aynı fikirde değillerdir.
B/ Çok ciddi fikir ayrılığı yoktur - çoğu bilim insanı iklim değişikliğine insanoğlunun sebep olduğundan emindir.
C/ Emin değilim

7

1880’den bu yana küresel sıcaklık ortalaması…
A/ Düştü
B/ Aynı kaldı
C/ 1 ℃ yükseldi
D/ 2 ℃ yükseldi
E/ 3 ℃ yükseldi
F/ Emin değilim

8

Uzmanların geçmememiz gerektiğini söyledikleri küresel ısınma seviyesi hangisidir?
A/ 1.5 ℃–2 ℃
B/ 2.5 ℃–3 ℃
C/ 3.5 ℃–4 ℃
D/ 4.5℃–5 ℃
E/ 5.5 ℃–6 ℃
F/ Emin değilim

9

İklim değişikliğine sebep olan şey nedir?
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İklim sürekli değişmektedir
Güneş
Yanardağlar
Gaz karışımları, çoğunlukla karbondioksit gazı (CO2)
Okyanuslar, özellikle Atlas Okyanusu
İklim değişikliği diye birşey yoktur
Emin değilim

10

İklim değişikliği…
A/ gelecekte olacak bir şeydir
B/ halihazırda meydana gelmektedir
C/ Emin değilim

11

İklim değişikliği aşağıdakilerden hangilerine sebep olur? (uyanları işaretleyin lütfen)
deniz seviyelerinde yükselme
hayvanların evrimle adaptasyon geliştirmesi
daha kuvvetli fırtınalar
daha iyi tarım / daha bol bitki & gıda
daha az içilebilir su
daha fazla tropik hastalık - sıtma vb
daha fazla mülteci
yeryüzündeki tüm yaşamların sonu
daha fazla orman yangını
daha az yağmur

Usefulness and Willingness
12

İklim değişikliğini nasıl çözebiliriz? En etkili çözüm olacağını düşündüğünüz 3 aksiyonu seçiniz.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

13

Fosil yakıtların çıkarılmasının ve yakılmasının engellenmesi
Daha az uçak kullanmak
Çevre vergileri veya başka teşvik sistemleri
Hibrit veya elektrikli araba kullanmak
Hükümetçe koyulacak yeni yasalar
Daha az yeni ürün satın almak örn: ikinci el kıyafet almak
Uluslararası anlaşmalar ( Paris Anlaşması vb.)
Ağaç dikmek / ormansızlaşmayı engellemek
Daha fazla veya daha etkin geri dönüşüm
Daha fazla toplu taşıma kullanmak
Okul grevleri (öğrencilerin belli sürelerle okula gitmeyi reddetmeleri) gibi direkt aksiyonlar
Nüfuz sahibi kimselerle ( politikacılar vb) kontağa geçmek
Yenilenebilir enerji (güneş enerjisi vb)
Bu konuya önem veren politikacılara oy vermek
Eğitim ve bilgi paylaşımı
Nükleer enerji
Daha az et yemek

Hangi 3 aksiyonu hayata geçirmek veya desteklemek için isteklisiniz?

● Fosil yakıtların çıkarılmasının ve yakılmasının engellenmesi
●
●
●
●

Daha az uçak kullanmak
Çevre vergileri veya başka teşvik sistemleri
Hibrit veya elektrikli araba kullanmak
Hükümetçe koyulacak yeni yasalar
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

14
15
16
17

Daha az yeni ürün satın almak örn: ikinci el kıyafet almak
Uluslararası anlaşmalar ( Paris Anlaşması vb.)
Ağaç dikmek / ormansızlaşmayı engellemek
Daha fazla veya daha etkin geri dönüşüm
Daha fazla toplu taşıma kullanmak
Okul grevleri (öğrencilerin belli sürelerle okula gitmeyi reddetmeleri) gibi direkt aksiyonlar
Nüfuz sahibi kimselerle ( politikacılar vb) kontağa geçmek
Yenilenebilir enerji (güneş enerjisi vb)
Bu konuya önem veren politikacılara oy vermek
Eğitim ve bilgi paylaşımı
Nükleer enerji
Daha az et yemek

İklim Değişikliği ünitesi ne kadar beğendiniz?
Birinci ünitemizi (True Diary) ne kadar beğendiniz?
İkinci ünitemizi (Horror) ne kadar beğendiniz?
İklim Değişikliği ünitesi ile ilgili başka bir şey söylemek ister misiniz?
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Appendix F
Notable Examples Of Student Reasons For Being Happy Or Not

Focused on
themselves

Focused on
those close to
them eg. family

Focused on wider society

Reasons for
being the
happiest
students

‘I'm fine with my
grades and I had an
amazing holiday so
I'm in high spirits’

‘my family is
healthy i [sic] am
healthy , we have
money and we
love each other’

‘I am happy because I have all my family
and I am luckier about lots of things more
than other people in Turkey.’

Reasons for
being
moderately
happy

‘Exams make me
feel stressed.’

‘My family cares
about me’

‘I'm happy with my life, but injustices and
bias in the order make me less happy.’

Reasons for
being
moderately
unhappy

‘School, stress’

Unclear

‘Man has all arms
and legs’ or ‘There
isn't any reason to
not be happy with
it’

‘Because of the climate change the forests
had destroyed [sic] and we started to lose our
oxygen.’
‘Some of my
family members
are sick’

‘turkey's current economy is making it
harder to live and afford stuff here
additionally covid has disrupted multiple
stuff in my parents work life’
‘I am not very happy with my life very
much. Because there are lots of problems in
the world and I cannot just ignore them. For
instance, one third of all of the humans
cannot access clean water, children die in
every several seconds due to starving [sic].
However, just a small portion of some
billioners [sic] could actually solve those
terrible problems. But the thing that makes
my life worse is the stupidness of almost all
of the people. People have no idea what is
going on in the world, they do not do
anything to change it, and I do not have any
hope that people will get aware of these
kinds of things. On the other hand, I chose
two because there are lots of good things
going on in my life. For example, I study at a
good school, and have fun most of the time.’

Reasons for
being very
unhappy

‘I have to go to
school.’

‘it could be better’
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Appendix G
Some Photographs from the first Hisar School Climate Change Fair (April 8th, 2022)
I.

Using the school information screens to make the problem visible
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II.

Recycling old technology and a game based on this idea
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III.

Reusing school books
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IV.

A Board Game

116

V.

Clothes Recycling
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VI.

The Plastic Wish Tree
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VII.

Student Gardeners
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VIII.

A Judge Team Composed of Senior Teachers and Students
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IX.

Student Voting via Google Forms
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Appendix H
Some Examples of Student-Created Websites (shared with permission)

1. The Climate Catastrophe Tragedy
2. What’s Up with the World?
3. AME for Climate

